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Introduction

In 2019 BBC TWO released a one hour documentary film titled The Satanic Verses:  

30 Years On, where Mobeen Azhar, a radio presenter on the BBC Asian Network, explored 

the impact the Rushdie affair had had on a Muslim community in the United Kingdom. Never 

having read the novel before the shooting of the documentary, Azhar nevertheless admitted to 

having been brought up with an idea of Salman Rushdie as a sort of “boogeyman”. One could 

hardly argue that the hysteria around The Satanic Verses which continues to be antagonized 

for decades after the actual publication, is a great distraction preventing the book to be read 

and analyzed without simultaneously wondering of what could happen, as Sara Suleri puts it 

in The Rhetorics of English India, to “the body that wrote this book”.1 Certainly, The Satanic  

Verses by Salman Rushdie until now remains to be one of “the most discussed but least read 

book of recent decades” and when it is actually read it is often done specifically in the terms 

of religious controversy.2 As for the BBC documentary, the overall message of the film 

appears to be concerning and frustrating rather than soothing as while Azhar attempts to stay 

open for further discussion and debating, an overriding number of people he encounters and 

talks to have few regrets over their participating in the events of 1989. 

Other than posing pressing and complex questions which do not seem to fade away, 

The Satanic Verses also continues to be a rare example of a text that explores and touches 

upon a great plenty of topics, among which religion and faith are merely a small part. This 

particular versatility, multiple dimensions scrupulously created by the writer and enriched 

with the elements of magical realism gives the work of Rushdie an amazing flexibility and 

almost an absolute absence of fixity. The Satanic Verses could be interpreted and shaped in 

dozens of different ways and yet somehow it still leaves enough space for further discovery 

and discussion. 

This paper, although briefly bringing up the aspect of religion among others, does not 

concentrate on it, focusing instead on the portrayal of the immigrants within the space they 

inhabit, attempting to analyze the characters as well as the elaborated structure of the work 

created by Rushdie. Similarly to the characters of the novel who continuously ask themselves 

“What kind of idea are you?”, this thesis tries to answer the very same question in regard to 

the entire text. In particular, this paper attempts to read The Satanic Verses within the 

framework of postcolonial theory and terminology. 

1 Sara Suleri, The Rhetorics of English India (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992) 189.
2 Steven Connor, The English Novel in History (London: Routledge, 1996) 113. 
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The quote used in the title — “Before they turn us into something worse”3 — is taken 

from an episode in the novel which addresses not a specific character but a general situation 

regarding the treatment of migrant communities in the space of England. The hospital where 

one of the protagonists finds himself is filled with monstrous creatures transformed into such 

directly by the imagination of the locals, explicitly pointing to how ethnic minorities are 

perceived and dehumanized. Aside from dehumanization, this work discusses such themes as 

appropriation and conquest of the territory as well as its embodiment, the reversal of roles 

between the colonizer and the colonized, mimicry and exile — all of these reverberate in the 

postcolonial discourse, this turning the exploration of the novel to ‘a postcolonial reading’.

The methodology of this thesis was selected according to the issues investigated in the 

paper and includes texts from such theorists as Homi Bhabha (The Location of Culture, 

articles “The World and the home”, “Of mimicry and man: the ambivalence of colonial 

discourse.”), Bill Ashcroft and his colleagues Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin (The Empire  

Writes Back, Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies) and Edward Said (Reflections on Exile  

and Other Essays). Furthermore, given the diverse background of Rushdie, this paper also 

heavily relies on the works by Sara Suleri and Susheila Nasta (The Rhetoric of English India 

and Home Truths: Fictions of the South Asian Diaspora in Britain accordingly), both of 

whom specifically address the writers coming from the Indian Subcontinent. To get a better 

understanding of the relationship with the place, specifically with Bombay, this thesis 

employs Maximum City: Bombay Lost and Found, autobiographical account of Suketu 

Mehta, an American author of Indian origin. Mehta, similarly to the characters of The 

Satanic Verses, constantly crosses the borders between East and West, defined by his past as 

much as by his present:

But the terrain is littered with memory mines. [...] A memory explosion, an instant 

bridge between that precise moment and this one. As I walk around the city now, I 

step on little pockets of memory treasure that burst open and waft on their scents.4 

In addition, the paper uses a number of academic articles on a variety of topics from crypto-

ethnicity to the politics of displacement. Finally, as Rushdie himself is also an essayist, the 

methodology includes his collections of essays, namely Imaginary Homelands and Step 

Across this Line, which are used in order to gain a deeper comprehension over the matters of 

coming home and the so-called double vision of the migrants. 

3 Salman Rushdie, The Satanic Verses (London: Viking Penguin, 1989) 117.  
4 Suketu Mehta, Maximum City: Bombay Lost and Found (New York: Random House, 2004) 38.
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It is crucial to stress that although this thesis primarily concentrates on The Satanic  

Verses, other than discussing this text alone, it also brings in and draws parallels with a 

number of other works of fiction, some but not all of which include Bram Stoker’s Dracula, 

Zeeny Smith’s White Teeth, Mohsin Saeed’s Exit West and Lily Amirpour’s 2014 movie A 

Girl Walks Home Alone at Night. Rather than attempting to accomplish an impossible task of 

analyzing all this material at once, the thesis only observes some of the similar notions these 

works contain and resonate when it comes to the portrayal of migrants and their perception.

Furthermore, while this paper strives to explore all the sections of The Satanic Verses, 

it mostly focuses on the parallel of London-Bombay and its two main figures, Saladin and 

Gibreel. The thesis consists of three chapters which do not coincide with the narrative 

chronologically-wise as above all, this work aims to investigate the characters as well as the 

places in their wholeness and complexity and therefore explores the development of both 

throughout the novel just as much as what they had become by the end of The Satanic Verses. 

Such approach is preferred to simply concentrating on one particular aspect also because the 

narrative itself could be viewed as a continuous search for wholeness. 

The three chapters discuss a variety of themes; the first chapter is dedicated to the 

exploration of space and territory in the novel and the three main dimensions — 

contemporary London and Bombay, Titlipur and Jahilia — as it also introduces and briefly 

discusses the protagonists: Saladin, Gibreel, Mahound and Ayesha. The chapter is titled “To 

know England is to love her”, which is a quote taken from Stoker’s Dracula and together 

with the exploration of space, this part of the paper takes a look at the ties of the characters 

with the place, the relationships they develop with it, as well as attachment and detachment 

originating from it. The chapter also observes the ambiguous attitudes of the characters 

towards Englishness and the embodiment of the territory, especially in connection with 

gender as England appears to be feminized. Lastly, this part shortly investigates the 

phenomenon and the power of naming in The Satanic Verses and its hybrid language which 

“localizes and attracts value away from a British ‘norm’”5 by transforming it. 

The thesis then moves on to the discussion of both main and secondary characters in a 

more detailed way: the second chapter focuses on surveying and interpreting the types of 

migrants inhabiting the universe of The Satanic Verses. In order to provide a more profound 

insight into the characters, the chapter addresses such aspects as religion and its importance 

to the migrants, the ghosts which haunt the characters throughout the novel, the often twisted 

and misinterpreted portrayal of parenthood as well as rootlessness and unbelonging. The 

5 Bill Ashcroft et. al. The Empire Writes Back (London: Routledge, 2002) 35. 
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chapter concludes by looking at the phenomenon of doubleness as the characters of the novel 

appear to be mirrored in different dimensions though exploring different and even opposite 

sides of one’s personality. This cross-identity, the antipodeticity filling the various spaces of 

the novel, leads to the aspects of monstrosity and mutation, which are inevitably 

interconnected with alienation, which brings us to the concluding chapter. 

The third and last part of this paper deals primarily with exile and dehumanization. 

The exile is viewed as a possible opposition to migration or as fixity to movement and also as 

one of the central themes which recurs in different shapes throughout the entire text. As for 

dehumanization, it appears to be a vibrant and acute topic also outside of the literary field, 

first of all in media. To introduce a somewhat broader perspective, the third chapter brings up 

Exit West, a novel which directly addresses the migration crisis of 2015. In addition, this 

section of the thesis briefly observes the food habits of the characters which appear to be a 

lens displaying cultural specificity as well as marking migrants’ belonging to a certain group. 

Finally, the third chapter discusses the figure of the narrator in The Satanic Verses. The 

narrator brings the characters and the spaces together as he is not only the spectator but often 

a participant and an active commentator of the events depicted. As the narrator travels across 

the spaces and the times he is also becoming a connecting link of all the universes created by 

Rushdie; thus it seems correct to finalize the exploration of The Satanic Verses by discussing 

one of the main elements that prevent the complex, multi-layered structure of the novel from 

falling apart.  

9



Chapter I. To know England is to love her

This chapter will concentrate on the significance of space and place in The Satanic  

Verses and the simultaneous realities of the multilayered universe, especially in connection 

with the structure of the text itself. The aim is to explore not just the overall hierarchy of the 

various levels but also the different attitudes influencing how the characters develop 

relationship with the space, how they conquer, change or merge with the surroundings. 

The Satanic Verses is a vivid example of how nations “could not return to their settled 

and independent life without noticing that they had learned many foreign ideas and ways, 

which they had unconsciously adopted, and come to feel here and there previously 

unrecognized spiritual and intellectual needs.”6 Although Rushdie does not attempt to speak 

for entire nations, in his work he carefully lays out the shifting and ambivalent boundaries of 

‘home’ and ‘abroad’,7 allowing his characters to travel and develop a relationship with the 

space as well as within it. The universe of The Satanic Verses introduces a variety of layers 

and levels that penetrate each other, continuously transcending and transforming one another; 

so do the characters: they break and bend the frontiers, assimilate with the ambiance or try to 

conquer and alter the surroundings. 

Constant movement, migration and change are essential components of the novel; as 

Rushdie emphasized, The Satanic Verses is above all “an attempt to write about migration, its 

stresses and transformations from the point of view of migrants from the subcontinent to 

Britain.”8 The novel interconnects rememoration, a recalling by the faculty of memory and 

return, exile and immigration in an intimate, somewhat personal manner; the author created 

simultaneously loosely defined and carefully mapped imaginary continents and cities and 

then imposed them on the ones that already existed. As a result, the geography of The Satanic  

Verses became an “arena where some of the unresolved and perhaps unresolvable political 

ambiguities of  […] diasporic location” coexist, quarrel and overlap with one another while 

the multiple layers often balance on the edges between rootedness and dissemination.9

The mutating space is forever interlocked within the inhabitants and vice versa: the 

locations are linked also through the dreams and the visions of one of the protagonists 

primarily existing within the parallel Bombay — London. Gibreel Farishta consequently 

6 Homi Bhabha, “The world and the home” Social Text, No. 31/32 (1992) JSTOR 
<https://www.jstor.org/stable/466222> Jan 15 2020.
7 Susheila Nasta, Home Truths Fictions of the South Asian Diaspora in Britain (New York: Palgrave, 2002) 150-
2.
8 Nasta 167.
9 Nasta 153.
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becomes afraid of falling asleep as every time he does, he travels to the city of sand, Jahilia.  

In that way he acts as a bridge between the layers, allowing one world to mutate into another. 

His visions also bring the readers to the mansion named Peristan, placed in the village of 

Titlipur, where Ayesha, an orphan girl suffering from epilepsy, leads the villagers to their 

destiny. Both Ayesha and Titlipur are later on mentioned in the space of modern London, as a 

piece of news arriving from some distant town and once again deceiving the expectations and 

mixing farce with reality: was it not a mere dream?

The novel consists of nine chapters, five of which largely concentrate on the story of 

Saladin and Gibreel, two chapters portray Mahound and Jahilia, whereas the remaining two 

are dedicated to Ayesha and the pilgrimage of the villagers. The dream-like sequences are 

subdivided by short lines stating what Gibreel is dreaming about, e.g. “Gibreel dreamed a 

curtain”, placing him in the role of creator, who is often dubious or unaware about what is 

really happening as well as of his own influence and power. The events depicted in Bombay, 

London and Titlipur appear to be happening simultaneously and in the modern time (however 

loosely defined); Jahilia instead is set in a completely different time frame, the name of the 

city matching a term used by Muslim writers to indicate the period of darkness before 

Muhammad's divine mission. Jahilia is commonly associated with ignorance and polytheistic 

culture of the pre-Islamic era; the word could also mean ‘impure’10 which fits well with the 

continuous allusions to the new religion introduced as a purifying water. That coincides with 

what Rushdie mentioned in one of his interviews, stating that Jahilia was meant to be “this 

debauched zone of licentiousness into which this new idea, which had all kinds of notions of 

purity and abstinence and so on, had just been introduced.”11 However, the city of Jahilia, just 

like other spaces introduced in The Satanic Verses, is not merely a background but an arena, 

an active participant as well as a battlefield.

1.1 London and Bombay

Following the chronography of the novel, the chapter will begin with the parallel 

Bombay — London, not only because it hosts two of the main characters, Saladin Chamcha 

and Gibreel Farishta, but also because it has a strong connection with Rushdie himself. 

Furthermore, this layer more than any other explores the feeling of unhomely and “the shock 

of recognition of the world-in-the home, the home-in-the-world”12 as well as the complexities 

of attachment and detachment. London and Bombay share a number of similarities, they are 

10 Paul Brians, “Chapter VI: Return to Jahilia”. Washington State University 
<https://brians.wsu.edu/2017/02/24/chapter-vi/> Feb 15 2020. 
11 Brians.
12 Bhabha, “The world and the home”. 
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both hybrid and impure in terms of race, religion and language. The spaces are fluid 

geographically and population-wise as the two cities are constantly growing and shifting, 

expanding not just on the surface but also in depth. 

 Despite the similarities, these two places can also be viewed as contradictions, 

opposing Englishness to Indianness but also balance to chaos. As the characters continuously 

travel from one to another, the functions and significance of both spaces shift and mutate 

accordingly: Bombay and London constantly switch and exchange their roles and what they 

stand for. Throughout the novel two locations may appear double-faced as different parts of 

the cities (as well as countries) threaten to fall apart under the pressure of continuous 

confrontation; for instance, in the story of Saladin Bombay regardless of its hybridity and 

mutation appears to be if not stable then at least seamless (though mosaic nevertheless). 

However, the character of Saladin is drawn to England where he creates a safe, home-like 

environment, ignoring and distancing himself from the aggravating chaosity as London 

splitting into Proper London and a “dog-eared metropolis”;13 the city changes with the 

distance, luring and attracting from afar and deceiving once up close. As Frantz Fanon 

pointed out, “the zone where the natives live is not complementary to the zone inhabited by 

the settlers; The two zones are opposed, but not in the service of a higher unity”;14 this very 

much works for the space of London which is divided between the locals and the 

communities of migrants that claim their rights to live in the city while being constantly 

harassed and attacked on the edges where the zones overlap. Lastly, it is worth emphasizing 

that within this parallel Bombay plays a secondary role, London dominates the stage whereas 

Bombay is central only in the very last chapter of the novel. While Bombay serves as a 

background, however not homogenous, the space of London connects in itself a playground, 

an independent character acting on its own, and also the main point of attraction, a sort of 

quintessence of Englishness. 

The first chapter of The Satanic Verses also marks England as a location of a “big 

bang, followed by falling stars”15 and a “universal beginning”.16 The narrative starts with an 

actual movement, catapulting two protagonists off the bursting airplane, down to the midst of 

mighty England, to the omnipotent, devouring and mutating space of London. The two main 

characters, Saladin and Gibreel, make their way from one city to another while also traveling 

13 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 108. 
14 Homi Bhabha, “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse” October, Vol. 28, 
Discipleship (1984) JSTOR <https://www.jstor.org/stable/778467> 10 Jan 2020.
15 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 5. 
16 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 5.  
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from “Indianness to Englishness”. However, what needs to be pointed out is that Rushdie 

avoids placing the protagonists directly into the capital of England; for a while London 

remains to be a destination which is not yet achieved as Saladin and Gibreel land on a 

coastline, near the house of a widowed Rosa Diamond. The location is not random as it marks 

the same spot where William, duke of Normandy, invaded England and became William the 

Conqueror, “Willie-the-Conk”17 as Rushdie nicknames him: “Nine hundred years! Nine 

centuries past, the Norman fleet had sailed right through this Englishwoman's home.”18 While 

the actual invasion comes from the sea, in The Satanic Verses it arrives from the sky and the 

characters are anything but dignified, Gibreel awakens with snow in his mouth and 

immediately starts spitting it out whereas Saladin is weeping and does not even try to stand 

up. The scene is mirrored through a number of reflections: to Rosa Diamond Gibreel indeed 

appears to be the new conqueror as well as her spouse, it is also evident that both Rosa and 

Gibreel are somewhat delirious, hallucinating and day-dreaming; meanwhile the narrator, 

distanced from the characters, comments on the events asking numerous questions: “You 

think they fell a long way?” pretending to communicate with the readers: “What? I should 

enumerate the changes?”.19 The fact that Rosa recognizes in Gibreel her late husband also 

brings up the lost colonial past; ironically, that past is impersonated by a postcolonial 

character. Rushdie clearly alludes to the historical event but rewrites it in a comical manner, 

combining the conquest of England with that of Saladin, presenting instead of a great 

conqueror a clumsy and utterly confused Spoono. The scene simultaneously touches upon 

common uneasiness of Western countries facing a potential overflow of arriving migrants. To 

further deepen the irony, the novel suggests that the migrants might as well fall from the sky 

instead of having to cross land or sea borders.

However, even before “the jumbo jet  Bostan, Flight AI-420, blew apart without any 

warning”20 and placed two Indians on the English coastline, Bombay and London as well as 

Englishness and Indianness had existed in one another long before they were connected 

through Saladin and Gibreel. This has everything to do with Rushdie himself, who 

emphasized that Bombay was international prior to the independence of India and in many 

ways formed him as an international writer even before he immigrated to England.21 In 

Imaginary Homelands Rushdie characterized Bombay as a city “built by foreigners upon 

17 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 90.
18 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 90.
19 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 93.
20 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 5.
21 Nasta 160.
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reclaimed land”,22 simultaneously advocating for the new empire existing within 

contemporary Britain, “the colonized Asians and blacks”.23 Saladin’s ambivalent relationship 

with England and London is therefore similar to Rushdie’s experience, the character’s bond 

with the space of England had started already in India: “The mutation of Salahuddin 

Chamchawala into Saladin Chamcha began, it will be seen, in old Bombay, long before he 

got close enough to hear the lions of Trafalgar roar.”24 Rushdie plays a lot with reality and 

imaginative spaces, giving his characters the ability to create and reimagine the surroundings. 

Saladin already as a boy separated the unreal from the existing though in a very peculiar 

manner: at the beginning of the narrative when the idea of going to London was nothing more 

than a dream, the image of England was grounded and stable whereas India appeared to be 

surreal and shaky. This conviction of the character is best depicted in the episode where 

teenage Salahuddin finds a wallet: 

However, when he saw the black leather billfold lying at his feet, the nausea vanished, 

and he bent down excitedly and grabbed, – opened, – and found, to his delight, that it 

was full of cash, – and not merely rupees, but real [my italics] money, negotiable on 

black markets and international exchanges, – pounds! Pounds sterling, from Proper 

London in the fabled country of Vilayet across the black water and far away.25 

Although London comes from a “fabled country” thousands of kilometers away, it is 

marked as proper; pounds are the only real money, whereas rupees are just “mere cash”. This 

scene stands for Saladin’s overall attitude towards London and Bombay, Englishness and 

Indiannes; the first one is sacred and cherished, the second one is just a stage in between or 

perhaps an obstacle to get rid of, unworthy keeping and bringing along.

More than any other character of The Satanic Verses Saladin appears to be an empty 

vessel, choosing to carry carefully collected gems of England within himself and trying hard 

to leave anything Indian-like behind. Saladin is keen to be defined by his English present, 

rather than by his Indian past, deliberately refusing to transmit the ideas between the two 

cultures. Throughout a larger part of the novel Saladin is wholly devoured by Englishness, 

and in that regard his relationship with the space is very much that of a Bhabha’s mimic man:  

he chooses to repeat rather than to represent, to pretend to be English rather than to realize to 

what extent he is Anglicized; to possess through being alike rather than being different. 

22 Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands: Essays and Criticism (London: Penguin Books, 1992) 2.
23 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 83.
24 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 28.
25 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 26.
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Mimicry originated as a term in postcolonial theory as a way to describe an ambivalent 

relationship between the colonizer and the colonized.26 While at first mimicry is very much 

encouraged by the colonizer, the desire to mimic is soon expressed also by the colonized, 

who strived to ‘bleach’ themselves though always remaining “white but not quite”.27 

However, in case of Saladin, the matter is somewhat twisted: his desire to mimic the English 

comes not so much from the outside encouragement but mostly from within; this desire is 

disturbingly overpowering but also a blinding one: in his pursuit of Englishness Saladin is 

both cruel and ignorant. He explicitly refuses to be a part of cultural transplantation just as he 

denies his race, history and community, preferring alienation to reconciliation.28 In her work 

The Rhetoric of British India, Sara Suleri characterizes Saladin as Rushdie’s “clipped and 

censored discourse of an Anglicized Indian”.29 Unaware of being incomplete through his utter 

denial of Indianness, Chamcha creates his own kingdom of Proper England and London, the 

ideal space of his dreams, never grasping the gap between “almost the same” and “not quite”.

This attitude is not a unique one in the literary field, a variety of texts discusses 

migration and how ethnicity is faked, mimicked, propagandized and judged (or used as a 

criteria to judge). These features are especially common for postcolonial works, where 

characters struggle between identities, being torn across countries and continents. Published 

more than a decade after The Satanic Verses, in the year 2000, Zadie Smith’s novel White  

Teeth happens to be a perfect illustration of the importance of being English (or rather 

appearing to be one) to the first and the second generations of immigrants. As the narration 

spins around the two families, bringing together Jamaican, Pakistani and English characters, 

it also shows how different might be the attitude of those who moved to England and those 

who were born in it. Although in the work of Smith England is not portrayed as a fascinating 

place, but rather a choice made out of not having a better alternative, some of the protagonists 

do strive for Englishness in a manner very similar to that of Saladin. Irie, a daughter to a  

Jamaican mother and a British father, proclaims the thirst for mimicry more than anyone in 

the novel, especially after she had encountered a flawless example of an English family, the 

Chalfens: “She wanted their Englishness. Their Chalfishness. The purity of it.”30 While Irie 

grew up among the community of migrants, having friends of Pakistani descent, she was still 

enchanted by the English culture and lifestyle which were always around her but nevertheless 

26 Bill Ashcroft et. al. Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies (London: Routledge, 1998) 139. 
27 Ashcroft et. al. Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies 93. 
28 Homi Bhabha, “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse”. 
29 Suleri 195.
30 Zadie Smith, White Teeth. (London: Vintage, 2001) epub 335.
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remained foreign despite having an English father. Instead, Saladin from the beginning was 

placed in a very different environment, a private school which must have been attended by 

middle-class white children. As a consequence, Saladin never had to face the other side of 

London, for him it was always a choice between Englishness and Indianness with no 

semitones or compromises in between. 

Rushdie’s portrayal is more grotesque than that of Smith’s, while the protagonists of 

White Teeth are tied to the realities of their lives which are sometimes blunt and uneventful, 

The Satanic Verses balances the characters of the novel on the edge of the surreal. Partially 

because of this Irie often remains passive as her admiration does not go further than being a 

quiet observer, restricted by the circumstances, moderate in her approach; instead, Saladin’s 

mimicry is an active attempt to conquer the space, it is a camouflage of sorts but its aim is 

more than harmonizing with the background.31 His beloved Englishness is the very opposite 

to Indianness, to his family; his determination is so strong also because it is a rebellion 

against the rules and boundaries set by his father: “...to become the thing his father was-not-

could-never-be, that is, a goodandproper Englishman”.32 It is Saladin’s father, Changez 

Chamchawala, who unwillingly pushed his son to a kind of rage which “would burn within 

him, undiminished, for over a quarter of a century”.33 Furthermore, Changez is partially the 

reason behind Saladin’s atheism as to him the paternal figure appeared to be much more 

potent than any god he could have believed in; the parallel between the two of them also 

stands for the relationship between the creator and the created, which again alludes to 

religion. Irie, on the other hand, is unwilling to completely cut the ties with her family; her 

character attempts to pursue other purposes and roles, what becomes the one and ultimate 

goal for Saladin, for Irie is merely a piece of the puzzle. 

While Smith shows her characters pondering and discovering themselves as well as 

what life had prepared for them; Rushdie portrays Saladin craftily conquering the space of 

London step by step, starting with eating a kipper full of tiny bones because “England was a 

peculiar-tasting smoked fish full of spikes and bones, and nobody would ever tell him how to 

eat it.”34 Bit by bit he acquires the features that make him English, without a single hesitation 

he finds appropriate masks “paleface masks, clown-masks” that make him acceptable. The 

protagonist deliberately banishes everything Indian-like from his life as well as from his 

31 Homi Bhabha, “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse”.
32 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 32. 
33 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 32.
34 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 33. 
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body, knowing no limits, he absorbs Englishness both inside and outside, attempting to merge 

with the space:

Of material things, he had given his love to this city, London, preferring it to the city 

of his birth or to any other; had been creeping up on it, stealthily, with mounting 

excitement, freezing into a statue when it looked in his direction, dreaming of being 

the one to possess it and so, in a sense, become it.35 

In his blind obsession with the space, Saladin is very similar to another character, 

whose creator, unlike Rushdie, never intended to write about migrants. In 1898 Bram Stoker 

published his most famous and perhaps one of the most over-analyzed novels, Dracula. 

Although the text is generally ascribed to Gothic literature, reading it from a postcolonial 

perspective does give some curious insights. For instance, when it comes to the development 

of the main villain of the story, Count Dracula, one of the first things that the readers discover 

about him is his craving for Englishness of all sorts. Stepping away from the theme of 

vampirism, just like Saladin in The Satanic Verses, Dracula very much fits within the pattern 

of Bhabha's mimicry man, trying to emerge “authentic through mimicry”. Similarly to 

Saladin, Dracula scrupulously studies English language though while he seems to have 

perfected the general knowledge, the way he speaks remained unnatural: “The old man 

motioned me in with his right hand with a courtly gesture, saying in excellent English, but 

with a strange intonation:— 'Welcome to my house! Enter freely and of your own will!”36 

Dracula approaches English language as a tool which would allow him to become 

linguistically invisible; just like Saladin he has no intention of becoming a stranger in a 

stranger’s land, his ambitions go far beyond that. To be the master of language for Dracula is 

to become unrecognisable, an Englishman among the Englishmen, perfectly merged with the 

rest and indistinguishable from it. His conquest of England is of a different scale than that of 

Saladin; greater, bolder and more aggressive too; Dracula is in possession of the resources 

that allow him to be a part of the privileged class right away, without working his way up. 

Unlike Saladin, he feels no need in disguising his face either: a vampire per se is a definition 

of paleness. Nevertheless, the matter of skin color for these two characters is an ambiguous 

one: despite his pale masks, Saladin is not able to emerge as a white person, instead, 

Dracula’s whiteness is deadly and unnatural. Although for different reasons, both of them are 

easily distinguishable in the crowd and therefore cannot entirely mix with and within the 

35 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 278.
36 Bram Stoker, Dracula (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 2013) 17.
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space of London. Whiteness appears to be largely a matter of degrees — it is not enough to 

be white as one must be properly white whereas all the others, including Saladin and Dracula, 

are destined to remain not quite white. 

Going back to the discussion of conquering England, it should be noted that for both 

of the two characters conquest of place is not a random whim but a sophisticated and 

complex plan containing numerous details. Linguistic perfection is not enough for either of 

them, just like Saladin, the count patiently collects and absorbs various elements of 

Englishness, reimagining and reinventing the space while being far away from the island: 

These friends' — and he laid his hand on some of the books — 'have been good 

friends to me, and for some years past, ever since I had the idea of going to London, 

have given me many, many hours of pleasure. Through them I have come to know 

your great England; and to know her is to love her. I long to go through the crowded 

streets of your mighty London, to be in the midst of the whirl and rush of humanity, to 

share its life, its change, its death, and all that makes it what it is37 

Count Dracula’s primary interest lies not just in England but in the capital of the 

Empire, the quintessence of English culture, London. His fascination with the city of London 

is not unusual as similar motives recur in many Victorian texts as well as in those of the first 

half of the twentieth century. While for Saladin the bond with Englishness began in Bombay, 

for Dracula it did so in Transylvania; the two characters were enchanted and attracted by 

England long before they had a chance to actually go there. Both of them carefully picked up 

and cherished the pieces available to them, anticipating and preparing for their arrival to the 

mighty London. 

Another interesting parallel between these two characters is how they try to possess 

and contain the space through bodies, specifically through female ones. As “the body has 

been central to colonialist and post-colonial discourses of various types”,38 bodies were also 

essential tools of control over the colonized territory, for instance, India was largely governed 

through the native people who were trained by the English, the so-called in-between class. 

Although bodies in such discourse would hardly matter as individuals, the aspect of gender 

was treated differently: female bodies especially were perceived as a site for inscription, a 

woman is a symbolic bearer of the nation and also its reproducer.39 Furthermore, nations are 

37Stoker 22.
38Ashcroft et. al. Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies 183. 
39Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather (New York: Routledge, 1995) 354—5.
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strongly interconnected with the construction of gender and are spoken of as motherlands or 

fatherlands.40 

In Dracula, Stoker presents the male characters as protectors of England, heroically 

defeating the evil, whereas females are portrayed somewhat passively needing to be guarded 

and saved. The men therefore act directly on behalf of the national interests while the women 

merely metaphorically represent the country. Both Rushdie and Stoker in their works 

feminize the English space though paint it in different tones: England in Dracula appears to 

be vulnerable and in need for protection, instead, The Satanic Verses portrays it to be 

powerful, independent, acting on its own accord. The two novels also merge the space with 

their female characters that represent the national body: while for Saladin England is 

associated with his wife Pamela, Dracula begins his invasion through possessing the body of 

a young bride Lucy Westenra. By transforming her into an undead, the count also steals the 

virgin bride from her future husband, which could be interpreted as another statement of 

reinforcement, an attempt to root himself deeper in the chosen space. While Lucy becomes 

one of his blood wives, she does not last as one; furthermore, the defeat of Dracula is closely 

connected with his failure to control another female character, Mina Harker. The count 

therefore is deprived of the possession of both women and therefore that of the English 

territory. 

Meanwhile, the protagonist of The Satanic Verses dreams of sharing intimacy with 

England translated into a female body of the royal family: “he found himself dreaming of the 

Queen, of making tender love to the Monarch. She was the body of Britain, the avatar of the 

State, and he had chosen her, joined with her; she was his Beloved, the moon of his 

delight.”41 As for Pamela Lovelace, although she marries Saladin in The Satanic Verses, it 

appears to be a favor rather than a sincere wish on her side. For a while Pamela allows her 

husband to imagine he possesses her and Saladin seems to be convinced that through his wife 

he also owns England. To Saladin Pamela is the face and especially the voice of England, the 

voice of “Yorkshire pudding and hearts of oak, that hearty, rubicund voice of ye olde dream-

England which he so desperately wanted to inhabit.”42 In his eyes, Pamela is the gem of 

Englishness and as Saladin admits to himself, “England yields her treasures with reluctance”. 

Discussing the relationship of Saladin and Pamela, it might be fruitful to address one of 

Frantz Fanon’s works Black Skin, White Masks. The philosopher dedicated one chapter 

40 McClintock 353.
41 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 118. 
42 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 126.
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specifically to the exploration of the relationship between the men of color and white women. 

The chapter begins with the following words:

By loving me she proves that I am worthy of white love. I am loved like a white man.

I am a white man.

Her love takes me onto the noble road that leads to total realization. . . .

I marry white culture, white beauty, white whiteness.

When my restless hands caress those white breasts, they grasp white civilization and 

dignity and make them mine.43

Although Saladin’s feelings for Pamela seem to go beyond the matter of skin color, he 

is nevertheless convinced that having a white woman as a wife somehow whitens him in the 

eyes of the others; not only Pamela ‘bleaches’ him with her presence but also elevates 

Saladin to a higher position within the British space. However, this relationship just like 

Saladin’s overall relationship with England is a twisting and deceiving one; while Saladin 

marries Pamela because to him she represents the perfect image of Englishness, to Pamela 

marriage is a rebellion against her own parents, who “couldn't even be bothered to wait and 

watch her grow up.”44 

While at first Pamela appears only as an insignificant character, it soon becomes 

obvious that her personage is much deeper: Pamela too wages her own war, against 

everything that is ascribed to her and expected from her, against everything Saladin loves and 

she detests, at first silently, behind the closed doors and then more and more openly. It is this 

contradiction that defines their marriage, neither of them completely comprehends another: 

Saladin invests all his energy into making up a happy future and believing in it, hoping it 

would come true, whereas Pamela locks herself up because her husband fails to understand 

her. During all ten years of their marriage, Pamela is forced to be the essence of England and 

Englishness; Saladin is both dependant on her and blinded by this very dependance: “He 

needed her so badly, to reassure himself of his own existence, that he never comprehended 

the desperation in her dazzling, permanent smile”.45 Although Saladin is not entirely rejected 

by his wife, neither he is accepted and welcomed; his illusion of possessing both England and 

Pamela never becomes reality. However differently, both Dracula and Saladin find 

themselves deceived and rejected by the English space.

43 Frantz Fannon, Black Skin, White Masks (London: Pluto Press, 2008) 45.
44 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 37. 
45 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 37.
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More than a decade passes before Saladin even begins to realize how rootless and 

one-sided his relationship is with the English space. Meanwhile, Salahuddin Chamchawala 

becomes Saladin Chamcha, settled down in London, an actor and self-made man in proud 

possession of a British passport. Although he successfully acquired a perfect English accent 

and manners, Saladin is forced into hiding in the shadow, he inhabits the space of London 

and lives by its rules but remains invisible in the city he cherishes. His job of a voice actor 

locks him into staying forever bodiless as no one wishes to know the migrant face behind the 

voice of a commercial on TV.

The transformation of the name is another device the characters of The Satanic Verses 

use, each with a different intention. For Saladin the purpose was to simultaneously diminish 

his Indianness and strengthen the bond with the English space. When seen through the prism 

of crypto-ethnicity, by changing from Salahuddin Chamchawala to Saladin Chamchawala 

and then to Saladin Chamcha, the protagonist tries to alter his ethnicity. Crypto-ethnicity is a 

term which is valid not only for the immigrants who choose to change their family name 

upon arriving to a new country, but also for the women who take their husbands’ surnames. 

In the novel, by cutting off the syllables of his name the protagonist hopes to partially get rid 

of his background. Similarly to other migrants, Saladin transforms his name trying to encrypt 

his Indian identity, to silence it, to become unrecognizable; the name turns into another 

protective mask of his as he learns that the English is not only a general culture but a specific 

ethnic group46. The name also has a comical aspect to it which is not obvious to the readers 

unfamiliar with the context: while his surname “chamcha” is a Hindi word for “spoon”, his 

first name corresponds to a heroic character; Saladin, the great Muslim hero of the Crusades. 

Chamcha could also mean a “yes-man”, which is an allusion to the colonial times, as Rushdie 

points out: 

Colloquially a chamcha is a person who sucks up to a powerful people, a yes-man, a 

sycophant. The British Empire would not have lasted a week without such 

collaborators among its colonized peoples. You could say that the Raj grew fat by 

being spoon-fed.47

Whereas Pamela stands for Englishness, however ambiguously as she more and more 

finds herself distressed and in crisis, Indian space which is at first entirely represented by 

46 Linda Hutcheon, “Crypto-Ethnicity” PMLA, Vol. 113, No. 1 (1998) JSTOR 
<https://www.jstor.org/stable/463407> 2 Jan 2020.
47 Brians.
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Saladin’s father, is later on projected also through Zeeny Vakil. One should keep in mind that 

such categorisation diminishes the depth of these figures; while Rushdie is indeed blamed for 

“deliberately oppositional positionings and stereotypings”48 of his characters, Zeeny and 

Pamela confine in themselves plenty of other features which make them worthy of being 

wholesome dramatic figures rather than dull opposites. While Bombay is a somewhat chaotic 

setting, Zeeny is perhaps the most harmonic character of all, a mediator of sorts, bringing 

order to the out-balanced surroundings. She is self-confident right from the start, Bombay is 

her rightful territory that she protects fearlessly, never giving up or giving in to the chaos 

around her. Zeeny is also the one who has the power to turn the imaginative, memory-like 

space of Bombay to an actual space by affirming its realness to Saladin, once and for all: 

We're all here. We're right in front of you. You should really try and make an adult 

acquaintance with this place, this time. Try and embrace this city, as it is, not some 

childhood memory that makes you both nostalgic and sick. Draw it close. The actually 

existing place.49

Although the main stage is occupied by London, it is Bombay that serves as a 

breaking point and sets the universe of The Satanic Verses into motion. As soon as Saladin 

finds himself in his hometown after years and years of absence, he discovers that all his 

carefully collected traits and masks of Englishness, his marriage included, crumble and fall 

apart and even his own voice, the tool Saladin had always relayed on, betrays him as 

“discarded vowels and consonants, began to leak out of his mouth”. At last, without even 

realizing it, Saladin fits the description of one of his father’s angry letters: “You know what 

you are, I'll tell you. A deserter is what, more English than, your Angrez accent wrapped 

around you like a flag, and don't think it's so perfect, it slips, baba, like a false moustache.”50 

The world Saladin had known broke into pieces even before the Boston airplane exploded 

once more restarting the endless cycle: “to be born again, first you have to die”.51

While Saladin inhabits London, the space of Bombay is undoubtedly belongs to 

another protagonist of The Satanic Verses, Gibreel Farishta. In order to gain a fuller 

understanding of this space, it would be beneficial to employ a work titled Maximum City:  

Bombay Lost and Found by Suketu Mehta, an American author of Indian origin,. Born in 

India though raised in the United States, the writer eagerly returned to the city he considered 

48 Nasta 162.
49 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 373.
50 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 36. 
51 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 61.  
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his home and immediately noticed that Bombay is “a city hostile to outsiders or nostalgia-

stuck returnees”.52 Having brought his family with him, throughout the narrative Mehta 

continuously falls in and out of love with the place he was so keen to inhabit, having to face 

the challenges which he could not have known of as a child. The sweet nostalgia is inevitably 

mixed up with contempt and even revulsion towards discrimination and corruption Mehta has 

to deal with on every day basis on account of not being ‘native enough’. His writing 

simultaneously declares affection as well as scorn for the hybrid city: “The sea should rush in 

over these islands in one great tidal way and obliterate it, cover it underwater. It should be 

bombed from the air.”53 The same extract interestingly overlaps with the crash of Boston in 

the beginning of The Satanic Verses as well as with Saladin’s dream of “zeroing in on 

London like a bomb”.54

Bombay and London, just like Saladin and Gibreel are often seen as another example 

of doubleness or as antipodes, nevertheless, they can also be viewed as two parts of one: 

“Gibreelsaladin Farishtachamcha, condemned to this endless but also ending angelicdevilish 

fall, did not become aware of the moment at which the processes of their transmutation 

began”.55 It is nevertheless true that the relationships these two characters develop with 

Bombay and London are sometimes strikingly different, though not necessarily oppositional. 

Whereas Saladin absorbs and mimics the space, Gibreel approaches the surroundings as a 

playground. If Saladin follows the rules, Gibreel is the one who establishes them (or at least  

is convinced of doing so). While Saladin is restricted by the limits imposed on him in 

London, Gibreel in Bombay enjoys nearly an absolute absence of restrictions: no borders 

seem to exist for him, only numerous opportunities. It is interesting to view such attitude 

through the fact that Gibreel started as an actor playing an Indian God, in the film genre 

known as theologicals. As pointed out in the novel, the line between his roles and his persona 

had nearly vanished: “For many of his fans, the boundary separating the performer and his 

roles had long ago ceased to exist.”56 In many ways Gibreel is indeed the embodiment of the 

god of Bombay, his influence knows no limits, to him all the doors are open, he is welcomed 

everywhere and if one would define Saladin as a bodiless voice, that makes Gibreel an 

omnipotent god-like creature with a matching kind of appearance which Rushdie describes as 

“inextricably mixed up with holiness, perfection, grace: God stuff.”57

52 Mehta 23.
53 Mehta 30.
54 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 29.  
55 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 6. 
56 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 14.  
57 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 14.
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Just like Saladin, Gibreel too changes his name though the motives behind are nothing 

alike: “my mummyji, Spoono, my one and only Mamo, because who else was it who started 

the whole angel business, her personal angel, she called me, farishta, because apparently I 

was too damn sweet, believe it or not, I was good as goddamn gold.”58 While the name means 

“Gabriel Angel” in Urdu and Persian, Rushdie based the character of Gibreel on “a mixture 

of two or three types of Indian movie star. There was in the forties a Muslim actor, a very big 

star at the time, who did somehow get away with playing major Hindu divinities and because 

he was so popular it was not a problem.”59

Bombay is a playground especially when it comes to Gibreel’s sexual relationships; 

just like for other characters of the novel, imagination often overlaps with bodiness: Gibreel 

possesses the space also through numerous females: 

He had so many sexual partners that it was not uncommon for him to forget their 

names even before they had left his room. Not only did he become a philanderer of 

the worst type, but he also learned the arts of dissimulation, because a man who plays 

gods must be above reproach.60 

Gibreel is undoubtedly a star of the Indian cinema though unlike Saladin he owes his 

career to his uncle who found him “too damn good looking to carry tiffins on his head all his 

life.”61 Luck defined Gibreel’s fortunes and as a result, his overall attitude remained quite 

lazy and laid-back as no real effort was ever required from him. He projects the same kind of 

approach on London, he does not care about fitting in or about the image of an ‘unwanted 

man’ that unseemingly labelled his entire stay in England, his change is far more interior and 

secluded. The same kind of attitude persists also in some of his dream sequences: “With 

Mahound, there is always a struggle; with the Imam, slavery; but with this girl, there is 

nothing. Gibreel is inert, usually asleep in the dream as he is in life.”62

Gibreel is the one who brings Bombay and imposes it onto the space of London, not 

in an attempt to unite the places but to selfishly turn one into another. This attitude of his is 

especially evident when it comes to the climate of London; Saladin embraces the cold 

weather as part of what it is to be English:

58 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 15.
59 Brians.
60 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 20.
61 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 18.
62 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 164.
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Even if it meant a lifetime spent amongst winter-naked trees whose fingers clutched 

despairingly at the few, pale hours of watery, filtered light. On winter nights he, who 

had never slept beneath more than a sheet, lay beneath mountains of wool and felt like 

a figure in an ancient myth, condemned by the gods to have a boulder pressing down 

upon his chest.63

Instead, Gibreel tries to alter both the space and the climate, he attempts to tropicalize 

London, since he finds weather to be the main problem with the English: “Gibreel Farishta 

floating on his cloud formed the opinion that the moral fuzziness of the English was 

meteorologically induced”:64 

when the light is not brighter than the dark, when the land is not drier than the sea, 

then clearly a people will lose the power to make distinctions, and commence to see 

everything — from political parties to sexual partners to religious beliefs — as much

—the—same, nothing-to-choose, give-or-take.65 

The character of Gibreel has no admiration for the country nor the city, he finds both 

to be dreadful and dull and therefore difficult to even endure. Interestingly enough, it is 

Gibreel, the newcomer, who remarks the ambiguities of the city full of “imperative 

oppositions [...] drowned beneath an endless drizzle of greys”66 while Saladin deliberately 

chooses not to notice the doubleness of the space he cherishes. The episode where Gibreel 

attempts to alter the weather is also an allusion to Jahilia; both spaces at some point picture 

Gibreel and Mahound overlooking the great cities beneath them, preparing for the inevitable 

confrontation: “Standing upon the horizon, spreading his arms to fill the sky, Gibreel cried: 

"Let it be."”67 His attempt to alter the weather fails miserably and the god of Bombay, turned 

powerless, once again finds himself disillusioned by the space of England.

The Satanic Verses catapults Saladin and Gibreel forward and backward between 

London and Bombay. However, while Saladin is rooted in the present events, Gibreel 

inhabits a few spaces simultaneously; most notably he travels to the city of sand, where an 

“embattled businessman-turned-prophet by the name of Mahound is rising to prominence”.68 

63 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 32.
64 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 249. 
65 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 249.  
66 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 248. 
67 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 249.  
68 A. G. Mojtabai, “Magical Mystery Pilgrimage” The New York Times Archive, 1989 
<https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/books/99/04/18/specials/rushdie-verses.html> 3 Jan 2020.
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1.2 Jahilia

“In a book which constantly metamorphoses, the cross-referencing, paralleling of 

themes and doubling of names is impressive, providing a kaleidoscopic quality to its 

multilayered mirroring.”69 While both Bombay and London are solid and robust, Jahilia is the 

perfect illustration of a constant shift and rebirth, made and remade out of sand over the 

centuries, it is “the quintessence of unsettlement” and a “sight to wonder at”; always 

changing but always the same. Furthermore, Jahilia represents a complex, historical metaphor 

as in his novel Rushdie continuously alludes to the historicity of belief as well as to reliability 

of sacred texts.70 The space provides an arena where the monotheistic challenges and tests the 

polytheistic whereas the prophet and his few disciples also might refer to the minority of 

Muslims within Hinduists of India. Although The Satanic Verses is not claiming to be a 

historical text, the chapters dedicated to Mahound are told with a certain degree of 

seriousness opposite to the tone of the parts describing the pilgrimage of Ayesha.

Jahilia introduces another protagonist, Mahound. The readers encounter him standing 

on the top of the mountain, looking down to the city: “The mirage of a city shines below him 

in the sun.”71 The scene portrays Mahound as a conqueror, he comes to take over the city by 

offering paradise and salvation of Islam to the lost souls that obey wrong gods. He is “neither 

Mahomet nor MocHammered; has adopted, instead, the demon-tag the farangis hung around 

his neck. To turn insults into strengths, whigs, tories, Blacks all chose to wear with pride the 

names they were given in scorn”.72.Just like Saladin and Gibreel, Mahound alters his name, 

though not after the English fashion or because of his mother; for this character the 

transformation of the name is a part of the revenge he is preparing himself for. His name just 

like that of Jahilia has another historical meaning, Mahound, as an alternative name for 

Muhammed, was sometimes used during the Middle Ages by Christians to whom he was an 

incarnation of the devil.73 As Rushdie wrote in Imaginary Homelands commenting on the 

tension surrounding Islam in the West, “we are back in the demonizing process which 

transformed the Prophet Muhammad, all those years ago, into the frightful and fiendish 

‘Mahound’.”74

69 Nasta 162.
70 Suleri 200.
71 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 65.
72 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 65. 
73 Myriam Renaud “Thirty years on, why ‘The Satanic Verses’ remains so controversial” The Conversation 
2018 <https://theconversation.com/thirty-years-on-why-the-satanic-verses-remains-so-controversial-102321> 19 
Mar 2020. 
74 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 382.
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Mahound of The Satanic Verses is not just a prophet, but a businessman; he seeks 

power and therefore he is willing to make deals even if it means siding with non-believers. 

For instance, acceptance of other angles to a monotheistic religion is justified by the gain of 

the supporters: “O my vanity, I am an arrogant man, is this weakness, is it just a dream of 

power?”75 Mahound is having doubts and as Rushdie points out, doubting is the opposite of 

believing. As critics note, openly mixing business with religion may indeed seem “to be 

literal-minded and uncomfortably close to what [the novel] is seeking to be ironical about”.76 

However, The Satanic Verses is not the first time Rushdie used the connection between 

business and religious matters; for instance in his essay ‘In God We Trust’ partially written in 

1985, the writer compares religion to an advertised product and faith to a brand loyalty.77 Yet, 

the space of Jahilia is not dedicated to religious matters only, just like the other layers of the 

novel, the city of sand demonstrates numerous attempts to find a compromise between 

accepting and refusing, deciding whether to stay or to leave. 

This location also introduces an interesting character named Salman, sometimes 

referred to as simply “the immigrant”. Salman’s main occupation is writing: “My love letters 

and business correspondence became famous as the best in town because of my gift for 

inventing beautiful falsehoods”78; the name combined with the profession immediately points 

to Rushdie himself. At first the immigrant is blindly devoted to the new religion named 

Submission, (or rather a direct translation of the word ‘Islam’, although as Rushdie himself 

notes, certain degree of submission is also required in Christianity, Judaism and other 

religions).79 However, this devotion is very much personified too, for Salman Mahound is a 

living proof of the new faith and the new god; therefore, being a disciple of Mahound means 

serving directly to the divine. Salman’s devotion to Submission is both pure and strong, free 

of needing any profit at all as it is both loyal and uncompromising. Nevertheless, once he 

starts to doubt the messenger, testing Mahound and consequently catching him lying, Salman 

decides to abandon the prophet. Disbelievers, regardless of whether they are born-again 

atheists or congenitally skeptical from birth, seem to wander through most of Rushdie's 

works.80 The story of Salman portrays how love and devotion turn to disdain and scorn. 

75 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 78. 
76 Sanjay Subrahmanyam “The angel and the toady” The Guardian, 2009. 
<https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/feb/14/salman-rushdie-ayatollah-khomeini-fatwa> 9 Jan, 2020.
77 Rushdie Imaginary Homelands 379. 
78 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 270. 
79 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 378.
80 Almond, Ian. “Mullahs, Mystics, Moderates and Moghuls: The Many Islams of Salman Rushdie”. ELH, Vol. 
70, No. 4 (Winter, 2003) JSTOR <https://www.jstor.org/stable/30029916> Jan 31 2020.
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Disillusioned with Mahound, Salman no longer finds the strength in himself to continue 

believing, convinced that if the messenger is wrong, the rest could not be truthful. However 

unwillingly, the character of Salman begins approaching religion as a tool. After Salman 

leaves Mahound and hides in Jahilia until he is found and convicted of blasphemy, he repents 

his sins and accepts Submission as the only righteous faith: “let the wretched fellow live. O 

generosity of Submission!”81 His conversion is fake, the religion for Salman becomes nothing 

more but a way to survive before he saves enough money to leave Jahilia and go back to 

Persia. 

Through Salman The Satanic Verses explores religion as a way to be included while 

losing or not having enough of faith inevitably leads to being excluded from the group, as 

well as to being rejected and disappointed. Salman in The Satanic Verses is a reflection of the 

author himself who is employed in writing “a novel of memory and about memory” while 

looking at the city which is nothing like the one he is describing.82 Furthermore, the 

immigrant is vividly repeating the cycle of being attracted and devoted at the beginning, then 

deceived and struggling and finally leaving is closely tied with the process of migration itself. 

Although the figure of Mahound is central, this part of the novel does not concentrate 

exclusively on his experience or the religion he preaches; the narrative also allows other 

characters shaping and defining the space.

In the beginning of The Satanic Verses Jahilia is depicted as a rich and powerful land, 

the inhabitants of the city are lusty and lazy, seeking entertainment above anything else. The 

atmosphere of the space is reflected through its leaders, a seemingly powerful and somewhat 

ruthless Abu Simbel and his wife Hind, the vile and promiscuous priestess of Al-Lat. After 

the departure of Mahound, it is Hind and not her husband who becomes the embodiment of 

Jahilia, she alone does not age and does not change surrounded by the city that falls apart and 

sinks in corruption and poverty. Jahilia is deeply feminised through its connection with Hind, 

just like Hind the city is obsessed with carnal pleasures, violence, especially when it comes to 

feasts, where the disguised inhabitants drink with no measure and commit all sorts of crimes, 

knowing they will walk away unpunished. When not yet conquered by Mahound, Jahilia 

appears to be largely defined by “masquerade and madness”.

The character of Hind is limitless in pursuit of her desires: at some point even her 

spouse is terrified of how far she is willing to go: “Abu Simbel had refused to join her, 

calling her eating an obscenity. “You ate his uncle's heart,” Simbel cried, “and now you 

81 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 262.
82 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 2.
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would eat his.” She laughed in his face.”83 Unlike Mahound, Hind does not pretend to cover 

her thirst for power or question her own actions; Hind is an absolute and has no wish to settle  

for anything in order to survive. She does not want peace, preferring war instead; while her 

husband tries to find a compromise with Mahound, Hind openly declares herself to be equal 

to Mahound: “If you are for Allah, I am for Al-Lat. And she doesn't believe your God when 

he recognizes her. Her opposition to him is implacable, irrevocable, engulfing. The war 

between us cannot end in truce.” Al-Lat, just like Jahilia, is not a random choice, the name 

points to a pre-Islamic Arabian goddess worshipped under various associations throughout 

the entire peninsula, including Mecca. Just like Hind who worships the goddess, Al-Lat, 

among other things, was known to invoke vengeance, send blindness and lameness to those 

who defaced. Two North Arabian goddesses, Manat (Fate) and al-ʿUzza (Strong), were also 

associated with al-Lāt and are mentioned in the novel as well.84

While Mahound is in opposition to Hind and Al-Lat, he is also reflected through Hind 

and her uncompromising desire for power and control; in the same way he is reflected 

through Baal, a poet who used to mock him. In the second chapter dedicated to Jahilia, Baal 

lives lustfully in a brothel, passing from one prostitute to another as he pleases. Although as 

he gains more and more supporters, Mahound comes to possess both power and women, he 

can never openly declare his obsession with either, however strong it might be. Although, he 

does not escape a certain criticism as while he is believed to be holy, many find it difficult to 

justify the necessity of having twelve wives.

Just like the characters oppose and reflect one another, the space of Jahilia is an 

antipode to Yahtrib, a city to which the prophet retires and which gladly accepts and absorbs 

the new religion. While Jahilia is made of sand, Yahtrib is described as an oasis. Mahound 

too often compares himself to a stream of water, which “would cleanse Jahilia the filthy, 

wash it away, so that a new start could be made from the purified white sand.” 85 Not only 

water is a new beginning but also a direct threat to the very existence of the city of sand; the 

prophet therefore is a dangerous menace. However, when Mahound finally enters Jahilia as 

an omnipotent prophet, who this time comes to conquer and not to compromise, he discovers 

that the city is no longer made of sand: 

the passage of the years, the sorcery of the desert winds, the petrifying moon, the 

forgetfulness of the people and the inevitability of progress had hardened the town, so 

83 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 275.
84 Al-Lāt Arabian deity, Encyclopedia Britannica <https://www.britannica.com/topic/al-Lat> 25 May 2020.
85 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 83.
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that it had lost its old, shifting, provisional quality of a mirage in which men could 

live, and become a prosaic place, quotidian and (like its poets) poor.86

The space of Jahilia is no longer flexible and shifting, which means that the order 

brought by Mahound will be deprived of change in the future; such feature can be regarded as 

a possible allusion to conservative Islam that accepts no interpretations or alterations of the 

Holy Writ. Another interpretation would be seeing religion as a solid statement, absolute 

truth of divine knowledge  which cannot and would not tolerate something as impermanent 

and impure as Jahilia.87

Once Jahilia is taken over by Mahound, it splits into two dimensions somewhat 

similar to those in London. On the surface the inhabitants obey the rules of the new religion 

that finally brings order to the chaos; while in the depth of the city they secretly slaughter 

pigs and sell pork meat, go to brothels where the prostitutes take identities of Mahound’s wife 

and continue praying to other gods just in case the new one happens to fall. After the death of 

Mahound, it is Hind who once again survives and although the last scene depicts her alone 

and abandoned, hosting a celebration for which no one dared to come, she is nevertheless 

triumphant: “When the servants began to weep she dismissed them, too, and sat in solitary 

rejoicing while candles sent strange shadows across her absolute, uncompromising face.”88

It is undermined that her triumph is not meant to last as the death of Mahound does 

not equal to the death of religion, the new faith continues to spread, while Al-lat together with 

Hind will have to step away and eventually be forgotten. Rushdie, however, chose to leave 

the empress unaware of her loss which had already taken place, convinced of gaining her 

power back, Hind dines alone, celebrating an imaginary victory. In another dream sequence 

of Gibreel, the voice of the messenger sentences the empress to be forever trapped: 

because I am water. I am fertility and she is decay. [..] We long for the eternal, and I 

am eternity. She is nothing: a tick, or tock. She looks in her mirror every day and is  

terrorized by the idea of age, of time passing. Thus she is the prisoner of her own 

nature89

While Hind reappears in the parallel of Bombay — London as an obidient wife and a 

mother of two daughters, Ayesha, the youngest wife of Mahound, is mirrored in another 

86 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 251. 
87 Steven Connor, The English Novel in History 1950-1995 (London: Routledge, 1996) 115.
88 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 275.  
89 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 149.
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dream-like sequence of Gibreel. In the space of Titlipur, Ayesha is presented as a single-

minded, independent and persistent character who becomes the leading power of the 

pilgrimage of Titlipur village.

1.3 Titlipur

While the chapters dedicated to Jahilia are written in a tone that implies a 

considerable degree of credibility, the events in Titlipur are often presented in a way that 

balances between farce and mockery. What needs to be noted is that Rushdie based this 

sequence on an actual incident happened in Pakistan in 1983 where pilgrims led by Naseem 

Fatima drowned in the Arabian Sea in their attempt to reach Mecca.90 The reliability of what 

was called the Hawkes Bay case is blurred in The Satanic Verses as Rushdie imposes an 

imaginary space on the factual. The elements undermining the credibility of the story are 

introduced right from the very beginning: one of the first things readers learn about the space 

is that the village is literally rooted in the Indian soil as it: 

had grown up in the shade of an immense ban yan-tree, a single monarch that ruled, 

with its multiple roots, over an area more than half a mile in diameter. By now the 

growth of tree into village and village into tree had become so intricate that it was 

impossible to differentiate between the two.91 

The tree is inhabited by the villagers who had turned it into their home, using the 

branches as a place to live, turning and transforming the tree according to their needs: 

“certain districts of the tree had become well known lovers' nooks; others were chicken 

runs.”92 Moreover, the animals living in the tree were considered to be proper citizens, 

respected and treated accordingly. Peristan, a mansion next to the village is also blending into 

nature: “after seven generations it was at last beginning to look as if it belonged in this 

landscape of bullock carts and palm-trees and high, clear, star-heavy skies.”93 However, while 

Peristan belongs to a wealthy, childless couple, the villagers, even those employed in the 

mansion, are poor and although both Peristan and Titlipur are rooted in the surrounding 

environment (or the environment is blended into them), the novel emphasizes that “life in 

Peristan was as soft as it was hard under the tree.”94

90 Akbar S. Ahmed “Death in Islam: The Hawkes Bay Case” Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain 
and Ireland Vol. 21, No. 1 (Mar., 1986) JSTOR <https://www.jstor.org/stable/2802650> 7 Apr 2020.
91 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 155. 
92 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 155. 
93 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 161.  
94 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 162.  
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The Titlipur tree-like village brings certain associations with Islam, as according to 

the Koran “paradise is situated in the seventh heaven. In the centre of it stands the marvellous 

tree called Tooba, which is so large that a man mounted on the fleetest horse could not ride 

round its branches in a hundred years”. Just like the tree of Titlipur, the sacred tree affords a 

great shadow; in The Satanic Verses it is Ayesha who often sleeps under the yan-tree and 

through her sleep becomes yet another messenger of Gibreel; the shadow of Tooba is also 

sacred as it covers and protects with its shadow the entire paradise. The villagers of Titlipur 

use the boughs for living, creating a peculiar simbiosis whereas the sacred tree in Koran is 

“laden with delicious fruits of a size and taste unknown to mortals” while the branches “bend 

themselves to be plucked at the wish of the happy denizens.”95

The space of Titlipur is not the only one in the novel where a tree plays an important 

role. The parallel of Bombay — London also mentions one tree, specifically in connection 

with Saladin and his father. While the tree of Titlipur is a paradise-like enormous tree that 

becomes home to the villagers, the walnut-tree planted in a garden belonging to the father of 

Saladin has a completely different purpose. According to Changez Chamchawala, the walnut-

tree keeps the true spirit of Saladin: “I have your soul kept safe, my son, here in this walnut-

tree. The devil has only your body. When you are free of him, return and claim your immortal 

spirit. It flourishes in the garden.”96 A tree is a perfect metaphor of attachment, the tree is 

rooted deep into the place where it grows and cannot be moved without being damaged or 

even destroyed. “There is little doubt that most if not all races, at some period of their 

development, have regarded the tree as the home, haunt, or embodiment of a spiritual 

essence, capable of more or less independent life and activity.”97 The walnut-tree of Bombay 

is a host for Saladin’s soul and as the readers find out towards the end of the novel, the tree  

was chopped down before Saladin’s return. As the protagonist observes the remainings of the 

tree, he imagines that Changez must have made a picnic table out of it because as he points 

out for his father “to eat his lunch off a surface which packed such an emotional wallop — 

with, no doubt, many profound sighs between the large mouthfuls — would be right in 

character.” 

Ayesha, the central figure of this sequence, also has a strong connection with nature 

as her dressing is made from butterflies who accompany her constantly, the peculiarity for 

which she is sometimes rumored to be a “butterfly witch” until one day the butterflies 

95 J. H. Philpot, The Sacred Tree; or, the tree in religion and myth (New York: Macmillan, 2014) 250.
96 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 35.  
97 Philpot 27.
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disappear, leaving her to “lead the procession dressed in the mundanity of an old cotton sari 

with a block-printed hem of leaves”.98 Not only Ayesha wears butterflies but also eats them; 

insects being her only diet. Ayesha sleeps on the ground and walks barefoot, which once 

more reminds of the simplicity of her lifestyle and her proximity to nature.

While the story of Gibreel and Saladin has multiple directions, the story of Ayesha is 

focused only on reaching one destination, Mecca. The pilgrimage of the villagers led by 

Ayesha is all about a transition between the places and as a consequence, the bond between 

the space and the characters is far less strong compared to the other parts of the novel. There 

are, however, certain proofs that indicate precisely the opposite. For instance, upon his 

returning to Peristan, one of the characters, Mirza Saeed, discovered that his house in just a 

couple of months was completely devoured and destroyed by the surrounding flora and fauna. 

Nature claimed the abandoned house back: “Moths had eaten the punkahs of Peristan and the 

library had been consumed by a billion hungry worms. When he turned on the taps, snakes 

oozed out instead of water, and creepers had twined themselves around the four poster bed in 

which Viceroys had once slept.”99 Furthermore, the tree from Titlipur dies together with the 

ones it used to host. The yan-tree served as a home and as a heart of the entire village; once 

completely abandoned by its inhabitants, the tree appears to be  “dead, or close to death, and 

the fields were barren as the desert”100 with naked branches. Mirza, dying alone in the house 

overtaken by nature, refusing to drink and to eat, sees the tree “explode into a thousand 

fragments, and the trunk crack, like a heart.”101 A few moments after he dies too, punished by 

his lack of faith, drowning in the Arabian sea, refusing to believe the unbelievable until the 

very last moment of his life.

98 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 340.  
99 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 350.  
100 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 350.
101 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 351. 
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Chapter II. Borders that mutate, bodies that migrate

A s The Satanic Verses introduces all kinds of characters, it also points to various 

ways of existing within the established borders, as well as to crossing them. This chapter will 

concentrate on the types of migrants created by the writer, their approach towards relocation 

and the motivation behind it. As Rushdie develops the storylines of the migrants, 

continuously travelling between the spaces, he also portrays the relationships in the families, 

bringing up not only the conflicts between the generations but also the issues rooted in the 

postcolonial discourse such as alienation and cultural separation. The ties of the characters 

with their parents and relatives, their roots or rootlessness are also connected with the social 

status and its value in the country of the origin and abroad. Given the fact the process of 

migration is inseparable from the functions the characters perform or have to perform for a 

variety of reasons, this chapter will also discuss the obedience and submissiveness as well as 

determination and ruthlessness interlocked within the roles ascribed or chosen.

As The Satanic Verses navigates through the inevitable complexities and anxieties of 

migrancy simultaneously allowing to choose and interpret one’s reality, it also brings in 

numerous ghosts and spirits, some of which are explored in the second section of this chapter 

titled “Ghosts of Migration”. The spirits, encountered by the protagonists, could be viewed as 

embodiments of suppressed emotions the weight of which the migrants have to carry with 

them at all times. Other than that, the ghosts perform the role of a constant reminder, 

portraying the present which is inevitably haunted by its past.  

Lastly, this chapter investigates the aspect of doubleness and how the opposite sides 

are interconnected in the figures coming from different dimensions. This doubleness 

differentiates the spaces as the characters appear to fight for completely different causes 

which are largely defined by the setting of the place as well as social status: a struggling 

housewife in London does not dare to dream of the glory of her duplicate in the city of sand. 

In addition, the mirrored personages seem to tackle hidden frustrations of their reflections: an 

obedient spouse fully dependent on her husband in one dimension of the novel is turned to a 

resolute leader in another. Doubleness, however, also unites the layers of the text, employed 

as a bridge of sorts and allowing one space to freely flow into another. 

2.1 Ambiguities of  social status

In the discussion of the types of migrants and their social status it is important to 

emphasize that The Satanic Verse appears to primarily focus on the cosmopolitan type of 

migrancy rather than anything else: Rushdie himself belongs to British intelligentsia and so 
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does his writing which aims at well-educated, metropolitan readership. This could 

additionally hint to a possible explanation of why two protagonists of the story, Gibreel and 

Saladin, are both well off: while they do fight for survival, it is a different kind of struggle 

which does not include poverty or malnutrition. Neither of the characters depicted in The 

Satanic Verses flees from war, disease or natural disaster. Although Gibreel does come from 

a poor family, having done hard manual work already as a teenager when helping his father, 

the family still had connections which sufficed to get Gibreel to the filmmaking industry; 

from there on Gibreel did not have to worry about money, although a few years more passed 

before he became a star, he could still afford a basic but comfortable enough life. 

However, while Gibreel does not come from a wealthy background and acquires his 

status with his work, Saladin from the start is placed in a very different position. His 

character belongs to an upper-class Indian family, the fact which is obvious from the 

portrayal of the house in India, the servants, cocktail parties held by his mother on a regular 

basis; the family’s income was sufficient to afford paying in full for the son’s education in 

England, supporting Saladin all the way through private boarding school and university. 

Nevertheless, Saladin cannot avoid going through a change of his social status, 

although in England he becomes a well-known voice actor, he remains invisible, unable to 

move up in his career. While his earnings are more than enough to afford a comfortable 

lifestyle, outside of India he no longer belongs to the upper class, having sacrificed his 

position and perspectives at home in his attempt to become a “good and proper Englishman”. 

In that way Saladin repeats a typical pattern of immigrants facing a decline in social status 

upon arrival. Such decline may appear at various levels, involving employment which does 

not match the migrants’ skills (or their level), limited occupational mobility, the amount of 

earnings and housing conditions — for instance, having to rent a property and living in a 

space of lesser dimensions than in the country they left behind.102 Although not all of these 

conditions could be applied to Saladin (for example, he does not have to struggle with the 

language barrier as many migrants do and neither he has to pick up a ‘migrant job’),103 the 

drop of social status for him is not temporary but constant: the protagonist appears to be 

constrained by the limits established in the space of England.

102 Mariano Sana “Buying Membership in the Transnational Community: Migrant Remittances, Social 
Status,and Assimilation” Population Research and Policy Review, Vol. 24, No. 3 (Jun., 2005),JSTOR 
<https://www.jstor.org/stable/40230905> 27 Jun 2020.
103 Martin Ruhs and Bridget Anderson, Making Migration Work (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 
2013) 69. 
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It would be unfair to say that Rushdie concentrates exclusively on migrants of certain 

class; The Satanic Verses also introduces characters of a different sort. While they are mostly 

secondary, they are given some space in the text, for example the Sufyan family that hosts 

Saladin while he is turned to a goatman and has no other place to go to. Anglicized Saladin 

does not quite fit among them, neither he considers the Sufyans to be people coming from the 

same background he does: “I'm not your kind,” he said distinctly into the night. “You're not 

my people. I've spent half my life trying to get away from you.”104 The Sufyans, Hind, 

Muhammad and their two daughters, represent a typical postcolonial family that came from 

the Subcontinent to Britain searching for a better life and has to put up with daily harassment 

from the locals. The scenes portraying the café often depict both verbal and physical abuse 

coming from the Londoners, echoing Rushdie’s essays specifically addressing the issue of 

racism in Imaginary Homelands, where he speaks on behalf of the migrants: “British racism, 

of course, is not our problem. It’s yours. We simply suffer from the effects of your 

problem.”105 Furthermore, Muhammad Sufyan, far more evidently than Saladin, experiences 

the drop in social status — educated and sophisticated teacher in his home country, in 

London he becomes a shop keeper, humiliated and hardly respected by the locals. 

Other than revealing the daily struggle of a migrant family in Thatcher’s Britain, the 

Sufyans and especially Hind Sufyan is employed as an element of doubleness: Hind, an 

omnipotent empress of Jahilia, in the space of contemporary London, undertakes a role of a 

wife, who has to continuously put up with the difficulties and humiliations of a diasporic 

minority unwelcomed in England of 1980s. In this space Hind no longer cares about fighting 

a potentially powerful religion, her battles grew small and down to earth as her main concern 

is the survival and well-being of her family. The grandeur of Jahilia also appears to be gone 

as Hind in London leads a life deprived of any sort of luxury. Whereas Saladin coming from 

a prominent family is more of an exception rather than a rule, the Sufyans stand for the 

majority of the Indian diaspora in postcolonial Britain, portraying the frustration of migrants 

that are trapped in a daily struggle, barely making the ends meet: 

Haji Sufyan had never known of the prices being charged by his wife, who had not 

told him, swearing her daughters to secrecy with terrible and binding oaths, knowing 

that if he discovered he'd find a way of giving the money back so that they could go 

on rotting in poverty106

104 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 176.
105 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 138. 
106 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 203.
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Although behind her husband’s back, Hind is keen to provide for her family, she 

nevertheless admits the authority of Haj, as even in desperation she does not dare to openly 

confront him. Even though her husband often seems to be somewhat cowardly and wimpy, 

Hind still treats him and his wishes with respect which is strikingly different from the 

portrayal of the relationship the character of Hind has in Jahilia.

Hind’s overall attitude and behavior point towards the fact that both England and 

London have never become her true home. Although she has been living abroad for years, 

she continues to sustain the kind of routine that allows her to pretend she had never left the 

Subcontinent: Hind “stayed indoors, sending others out for kitchen provisions and household 

necessities, and also for the endless supply of Bengali and Hindi movies”.107 Her home 

country continues to be ‘the real world’ even while being thousands of miles away whereas 

London is a devilish city, “Vilayet of her exile”.108

2.2 Challenges of family and parenthood

With the Sufyans Rushdie also uncovers an acute conflict within the family and 

between the first and the second generations of migrants, this time picturing a fight between 

mother and her daughters, “who were growing up refusing to speak their mothertongue [...] 

every day it was fight, quarrel, disobey”.109 Mishal and Anahita prefer assimilation to 

reversion, they wear t-shirts with images of the new Madonna, cut and dye their hair, despise 

their mother's cooking, craving instead bangers and mash.110 Hind tirelessly blames England 

and London for poisoning her family and especially her children,, who became to see her 

merely as another corny, conservative, lacking individuality ‘one-of-the-women’. The gap 

between Hind and her daughters keeps inevitably expanding until at last Mishal leaves the 

café in a scene described as a cheap drama, happening in front of the customers. 

The Sufyans are not the only dysfunctioning family in the novel as overall depiction 

of parenthood in The Satanic Verses is often misleading as well as misinterpreted, sometimes 

by the characters themselves; the relationships in the families are tightly wrapped around 

struggles, hidden or open, full of false promises and lacking compromises. Other than that, 

the novel reveals different patterns of disrupted parenthood: the parent figures may appear to 

be distant or even entirely absent; a number of characters are orphaned and therefore in a way 

disconnected. 

107 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 174.  
108 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 173.   
109 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 174. 
110 Ian Baucom, Out of Place: Englishness, Empire, and the Locations of Identity (NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1999) 205. 
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For instance, Mahound, the main character in the space of Jahilia, appears to be 

parentless as the text never reveals anything about his childhood nor relatives. Nevertheless, 

Rushdie does touch upon this topic, however slightly: Mahound’s first wife who is much 

older than him, at some point becomes more of a stepmother than a partner. Although the 

messenger continues using her support and seems to respect her, there is certain disdain 

present in the way he treats his former lover who then turned to a mere advisor. His first wife 

is also the one who loses her life for the adopted child-husband: “The Prophet's wife, seventy 

years old, sits by the foot of a stone-latticed window, sits upright with her back to the wall, 

dead.”111 

As Mahound makes his way from a humiliated outsider with three disciples to a rich 

and powerful prophet, he takes twelve women as his wives, simultaneously extending both 

his family and his influence but also provoking gossips both in Jahilia and in Yahtrib. This 

physical possession of females, which continuously echoes and reappears in other spaces of 

the novel, in Jahilia points even more explicitly to the owning of territory: the women 

Mahound marries are all daughters of powerful families from around the continent. The 

prophet and his wives are not merely a family but a flourishing and expanding business 

though not exactly a harmonious one as the prophet openly prefers his youngest wife Ayesha 

to all the others.

Indeed, the only perfectly functioning family appearing in The Satanic Verses seems 

to be that of Gibreel: a loving and caring idyll which would have continued if it had not been 

ruined by the death of the mother, a few years afterwards followed by the fatal accident with 

Gibreel’s father. Rushdie, however, makes it clear that such depiction has very little to do 

with reality: the relationship in the family is only ideal because it is forever frozen in time as 

both of the parents had died before Gibreel was old enough to really get to know them. 

Gibreel’s idea of a family therefore could not escape ambiguity: while he treasures the 

memories of his childhood, he is also deprived of an opportunity to face his parents as an 

adult and to communicate with them as an equal. 

In opposition to Gibreel’s romanticized relationship with his parents, Saladin’s ties 

with his family appear to be profoundly damaged. The quarrel between Saladin and his father 

Changez defined Saladin’s feelings towards the entire culture; the contempt towards his 

parent was also the contempt for India and vice versa. This conflict could also be regarded 

from a different point of view: the older generation represented by Changez appears to have 

overcome the consequences of colonization, mostly neglected the imposed culture and 

111 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 88.
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rediscovered Indianness. Instead, the generation raised already after the country gained 

independence, strongly inclines towards the ways of the colonizer, refusing to accept 

whatever the native land has to offer and striving to absorb Englishness.

Although for a while a pretence of a balance was sustained by Saladin’s mother, after 

her death the confrontation between Changez and Saladin first aggravates and then turns to 

silence filled with mutual disdain. Father’s dissatisfaction with Saladin’s actions, style of life 

and marriage is equally mirrored by his son. Saladin despises Changez’s second wife, the fact 

that her name is the same as that of his mother appears to be a personal offence to him. 

The news of Changez’s terminal disease once again brings Saladin to Bombay and the 

last days he gets to spend with his father are not filled with many words but overwhelmed 

with feelings, picturing quiet acceptance between the two characters. As Saladin witnesses 

his father’s weakness, realizing the actual fragility behind the god-like image, he also sees 

and finally appreciates the gentleness of his stepmother and the advantages of the quiet life 

his father chose to lead. After decades filled with anger and rage, not only Saladin goes 

through a family reunion but also gains an experience of another sort, being at last reunited 

with himself:

Saladin felt hourly closer to many old, rejected selves, many alternative Saladins — or 

rather Salahuddins — which had split off from himself as he made his various life 

choices, but which had apparently continued to exist, perhaps in the parallel universes 

of quantum theory.112

Saladin’s acceptance of Indianness as inseparable part of his identity in the final part 

of The Satanic Verses could have never happened as initially Rushdie had planned to exclude 

the “confrontation — reunion scene” between Changez and his son, leaving the latter one 

with a lot of painful, unfinished business.113

2.3 The haunting spirits of migration

Not all the characters manage to avoid the unresolved issues and escape the haunting 

feeling of guilt, which seem to reappear and mutate in every space of The Satanic Verses. For 

instance, Mishal Sufyan, unlike Saladin, does not get to reconcile with her parents, as both of 

them die in the fire. Hind, however, visits her daughter again, though during her sleep: “After 

the death of her parents in the Shaandaar fire Mishal had been assailed by a terrible, illogical 

112 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 361.
113 Margaret Reynolds and Jonathan Noakes Salman, Rushdie The Essential Guide (London: Vintage, 2003) 28.
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guilt that caused her mother to appear to her in dreams and admonish her.”114 Pushed by the 

vision of Hind, Mishal starts renting a room, takes up a job, fights the insurance companies, 

and finally rebuilds and reopens the burned café; only then the spirit of her late mother agrees 

to leave. 

The numerous spirits following the characters of the novel coincide with the fact that 

in India, as Rushdie noted, “this vast multitude of deities co-exists in everyday life with the 

doubly vast multitude of people. [...] What I mean is that these gods are not abstractions. 

They are as real to the faithful as their families and friends.”115 The ghosts in The Satanic  

Verses therefore could be regarded not only as elements of magical realism but something 

encoded within the migrants themselves; the characters defined by their experiences often 

have to revive the past at the same time as they try to move forward. These recollections, 

regrets and disillusions embodying into ghosts and spirits could be threatening, haunting, 

vengeful or peaceful and harmless but never abstract. While none of these ghosts is given 

enough space to be placed among the protagonists of the novel, the influence of these spirits 

is nevertheless immense, the readers are faced with them from the very beginning of the text 

and throughout the narration their impact does not lose its power. Even the final scene of The 

Satanic Verses refers to the ghosts of the past that should be forgotten in order to start anew: 

“Childhood was over, and the view from this window was no more than an old and 

sentimental echo. To the devil with it! Let the bulldozers come. If the old refused to die, the 

new could not be born.”116

Similarly to Mishal, a number of characters has their own assembly of ghosts that 

appear only to them. After the burst of Boston, when Gibreel and Saladin fly through cold air, 

surrounded by hundreds of pieces left of the airplane while “ceaselessly metamorphosing, 

gods into bulls, women into spiders, men into wolves”,117 Gibreel encounters Rekha 

Merchant, who remains invisible to Saladin. Rekha, sitting on her carpet and levitating midair 

curses Gibreel: “Now that I am dead I have forgotten how to forgive. I curse you, my Gibreel, 

may your life be hell. Hell, because that's where you sent me, damn you, where you came 

from, devil, where you're going, sucker, enjoy the bloody dip.”118 It is implied that Rekha is 

unable to find her way to heaven as she ended her life together with the lives of her two 

children by jumping off the skyscraper. The fatal decision was preceded by a breakup with 
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Gibreel, to whom she was nothing more than just another affair. Her character is most likely a 

reference to an actress with the same name who was much talked about in the gossip rags of 

Bombay in the seventies, especially in connection to a famous Indian actor Amitabh 

Bachchan.119 

Rekha’s ghost knows no borders, she verbally abuses Saladin and judges him, 

offering her opinion no matter whether she was asked or not: “Your trouble,” Rekha 

Merchant told him when she materialized out of the clouds, “is everybody always forgave 

you, God knows why, you always got let off, you got away with murder.”120Rekha follows 

Gibreel no matter where he goes, appearing also outside of the apartment of Allie Cone in 

London, further worsening Gibreel’s condition: “She gave him a little wave and he felt hope 

ebbing from him. Retribution on a levitating rug: he closed his eyes and concentrated on 

trying not to shake.”121 

The story of Allie Cone, “climber of mountains, vanquisher of Everest, blonde 

yahudan, ice queen”,122 and that of her family are both wrapped around the ghosts of past and 

present. While climbing the mountain Everest Allie finds herself “accompanied by the ghosts 

of those who failed in the attempt, or the sadder, but also prouder, ghosts of those who 

succeeded in reaching the summit”123 though she also comes from a family constantly 

haunted by monsters of the past.

Allie’s parents, Alicja and Otto, are both Polish émigrés and survivors of wartime 

prison camps. It is also noted that the topic was never discussed in details throughout Allie’s 

childhood, just like many other migrants Alicja and Otto chose to leave the ghosts of the past 

behind and start anew. Similarly to Saladin, Otto invests his energy and time into mimicking 

the English in accordance with his own views on the matter: “I am English now,” he would 

say proudly in his thick East European accent. “Silly mid-off! Pish-Tush! Widow of 

Windsor! Bugger all.”124 

The fact that the novel introduces Polish migrants is not random, at the time Rushdie 

was working on the text, Polish diaspora was the second largest after the Indian one.125 

British Poles back in the 80s as well as in contemporary Britain continue to face challenges; 
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therefore the portrayal of Otto devoting himself to fitting in appears to be authentic. The 

character of the novel goes as far as rearranging the house and pursuing his wife to dress and 

behave in a certain manner, which includes performing English dinner parties every Sunday. 

However, unlike Saladin, Otto seems to have acknowledged the fact that it is all no more than 

a performance and while he “seemed content enough being a pantomime member of the 

English gentry”,126 to everyone in the family and to Otto himself it is obvious that the role he 

is so keen to play is only a drape to separate his present from the horrors of the past. Mimicry  

seemed to have helped Otto to succeed in containing these two parts of him isolated. 

However, despite all his efforts, the ghosts caught up with him too: as a man over seventy 

years old, he jumped into an empty shaft of a lift and left his wife and Allie dwelling upon the 

unanswered question: “Why does a survivor of the camps live forty years and then complete 

the job the monsters didn't get done?”127

Once Otto is no longer there, separating the realities with his iron curtain of sorts, 

Alicja feels no longer obliged to follow the rules established by her husband. Through the 

character of Alicja Rushdie introduces a topic of a mature woman who rediscovers herself 

instead of dwelling on the past: 

She now wore her grey hair in a straggly bun, put on a succession of identical floral-

print supermarket dresses, abandoned make-up, got herself a painful set of false teeth, 

planted vegetables in what Otto had insisted should be an English floral garden (neat 

flowerbeds around the central, symbolic tree, a “chimeran graft” of laburnum and 

broom) and gave, instead of dinners full of cerebral chat, a series of lunches — heavy 

stews and a minimum of three outrageous puddings.128

Both Alicja and Allie adopted Otto’s way of keeping their emotions under strict 

control. It took Otto’s death for his wife to stop with the dresses and hairstyles she probably 

never liked but continued wearing to please her husband and match his idea of an English 

lifestyle. Allie too is haunted by her father’s shadow, especially because Otto called her “his 

“pearl without price”, and dreamed for her a great future.”129 Just like his father she tries hard 

to keep everything under control and that largely defines her relationship with Gibreel right 

from the start. When Allie finds Gibreel wandering around the streets of London, she 
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immediately takes him home although she is afraid of being taken for granted, intimidated by 

the fact someone just rushed into her world expecting nothing but full devotion. 

Allie is constantly pursued by the image of Everest, even before she went to the 

expedition: “Her apartment was full of Himalayas. Representations of Everest in cork, in 

plastic, in tile, stone, acrylics, brick jostled for space; there was even one sculpted entirely out 

of ice, a tiny berg which she kept in the freezer”.130 The experience of conquering the 

mountain became to be the most thrilling in her entire life, nothing seemed to ever be of the 

same value as Everest, to which she comes back in her stories and in her thoughts. 

Unsurprisingly enough, in the space of Jahilia her surname is doubled as an actual mountain 

named Cone. Mount Cone is both a home to Mahound and a shelter to Gibreel in his dreams: 

“he finds himself alone on the summit of Mount Cone, washed by the cold, falling stars”.131

The mountain Cone is also the place where the faithful gather to listen to Mahound, in 

that way the mountain is the place of preaching. It is a place of retreat where Mahound goes 

rejected by Jahilia and the place of his fight with Gibreel. It’s also a point of observation both 

for Mahound and for Gibreel: “From the peak of Mount Cone, Gibreel watches the faithful 

escaping Jahilia, leaving the city of aridity for the place of cool palms and water, water, 

water.”132 While Mahound alludes to himself as water, the mount Cone and the city of Jahilia 

are both made of sand; instead Allie Cone in the space of London is often compared to snow 

and ice, because of her glowing, white skin. 

Rushdie plays with the constant paralleling of water and sand, the shifting fluidity of 

the substances, turning Jaihilia from sand to stone while Gibreel tries to melt Allie, the ice 

queen: “Baby, you're no iceberg, whatever they say.”133 The three characters — Saladin, 

Mahound and Allie are also interconnected through their conquering attitudes: Saladin 

attempts to conquer the space of England, Mahound dreams of taking over Jahilia by 

introducing the glorious Submission whereas Allie is enchanted with her conquest of Everest, 

the image of which never leaves her. These hybridity and transmutation in The Satanic  

Verses explore the strikingly different, sometimes opposite sides of personalities within the 

characters, as they also bring the spaces together, allowing one layer to penetrate another.

2.4 Doubleness and Hybridity

Although Saladin and Gibreel are often perceived as expressions of two opposite 

desires, along with contradicting, these characters also mirror and pollute one another. In the 
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novel Gibreel appears as a very charismatic film star, the famous face, who is simultaneously 

convinced of his impeccable angelic nature. That conviction combined with enormous fame 

and adoration, prevents Gibreel from realizing how harmful his actions could be: for instance, 

he never acknowledged the role he played in Rekha’s death, neither he is tormented by the 

numerous lovers he left behind in a heartbeat. The appearance of an angel overlaps with a 

thoughtless and careless behavior, deprived of any self-reflection.

While Saladin mimics the English in his attempt to merge with the space, Gibreel 

demonstrates his will for “a cleansing and absolute decolonization”134 of England. His 

overpowering need for clarity and definition results in his attempt to once and for all remove 

the colonist from the mind of the colonial victim: “These powerless English! Did they not 

think their history would return to haunt them?”135 While Gibreel indeed seems to stand for 

the pure and absolute, representing a somewhat unhinged language of a postcolonial 

visionary: “No more of these England-induced ambiguities, these Biblical-Satanic  

confusions! — Clarity, clarity, at all costs clarity!”136; he is nevertheless polluted and infected 

with hybridity and transmutation just like Saladin, whose role is not restricted by that of an 

adversary. 

Whereas Saladin came to adopt and absorb, Gibreel came to transform, not just the 

weather but also the hearts of the people. He attempts to impose the changes from above, 

enforcing them onto the space and not caring much about the rest. This attitude of the 

character might additionally point to Gibreel’s consequent loss: while trying to selfishly 

transform England and London, he himself fails to adapt. Instead, Saladin who falls as low as 

one could possibly imagine, has no other choice but to change in order to climb back up. For 

Saladin, it is the migrant who must be redeemed in order to be reconciled to England whereas 

for Gibreel, it is the space of England itself that requires redemption so that the nation might 

be at last reconciled to its migrants.137 Gibreel assumes that London is waiting for him, 

expecting to be tamed and disciplined, only to find out that the city is uncontrollably mutating 

and transforming on its own. His attempts to cleanse the space are inevitably mixed up with 

the moments of realization of his own delirium. As he continuously tries to transform London 

and the English, he repeatedly finds himself at Allie’s feet, weak and defeated: “Gibreel 
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Farishta opened his eyes to find himself collapsed, once again, on Alleluia Cone's doorstep, 

begging her forgiveness, weeping “O God, it happened, it really happened again”.138

The angelic Gibreel shares a sort of intimate relationship with his antipode, the satanic 

Saladin. The opening scene of the novel portrays the two of them embracing each other while 

whirling from the sky, which could be seen as yet another metaphor of transmutation and 

mutual contamination. As the narrative demonstrates, the aspect of antipodicity is rather 

superficial: Gibreel does not stand for goodness and clarity just like Saladin despite his looks 

is not the incarnation of absolute evil. As Rushdie reveals more and more clearly towards the 

end of the novel, angelic Gibreel is hiding a darkness inside of him, which turns out to be the 

exact opposite of his appearance of an angel, a devouring, self-destroying jealousy as well as 

his inability to accept and overcome his flaws. 

Saladin’s revenge on Gibreel once again has everything to do with a possession of 

bodies through imagination, this time translated into a form of a sexual envy. The verses cited 

by Saladin convince Gibreel that his lover together with the sexual intimacy they shared are 

taken away from him, blasphemed upon by another man. Gibreel appears to be incapable of 

overcoming the doubt that Allie may no longer belong to him. Although the body of a white 

European woman for Gibreel is not associated with possession of a territory as strongly as it 

is for Saladin, Allie is nevertheless perceived as an “act of postcolonial self-definition”.139 

Even though Gibreel soon realizes that the phone calls were made by no one else but 

Saladin, he nevertheless chooses to walk into a burning building and save his adversary. In a 

similar way Saladin chose to try and save the Sufyans, the very same people he used to scorn 

and despise: 

He sought without remorse to shatter the mind of a fellow human being; and 

exploited, to do so, an entirely blameless woman, at least partly owing to his own 

impossible and voyeuristic desire for her. Yet this same man has risked death, with 

scarcely any hesitation, in a foolhardy rescue attempt.140

And once again the two protagonists appear to be unmistakably close, sharing a moment of 

tenderness, a fusion that echoes back to their embrace in the beginning of the narrative, 

closeness which Rushdie describes a nothing else but an expression of love: 
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Farishta steps quickly forward, bearing Saladin along the path of forgiveness into the 

hot night air; so that on a night when the city is at war, a night heavy with enmity and 

rage, there is this small redeeming victory for love.141

Aside from Saladin and Gibreel mirroring each other, the phenomenon of doubleness 

is largely (though not entirely) explored through female characters. Other than the character 

of Hind appearing both in London and Jahilia, The Satanic Verses also introduce other 

versions of Ayesha and Mishal, who simultaneously mimic and oppose one another. 

As briefly mentioned before, the space of Jahilia brings onto the stage another version 

of Ayesha, who, unlike the leading character of Titlipur, portrayed as a quiet and obedient 

wife. Being the most beloved wife of Mahound, even her impostor, a prostitute from the 

Curtain brothel, quickly becomes the favourite among the clients and also the most expensive 

one. The poet Baal, who marries all the twelve women working at the brothel, admits to 

adore the fake Ayesha the most as he is only able to write poetry in her presence. The real 

Ayesha is rumoured to be unfaithful to the prophet, however in the text is is introduced only 

as gossips. Stepping aside from The Satanic Verses for a moment, Ayesha is believed to be 

married when she was only eleven and several stories indicate that she was rather 

independent-minded and occasionally critical of the Prophet.142 In the novel, Ayesha is also 

the one who has the privilege to comfort Mahound in the last hours of his life and in whose  

arms the prophet dies:

Ayesha went out into the next room, where the other wives and disciples were waiting 

with heavy hearts, and they began mightily to lament:

But Ayesha wiped her eyes, and said: “If there be any here who worshipped the 

Messenger, let them grieve, for Mahound is dead; but if there be any here who 

worship God, then let them rejoice, for He is surely alive.”143

Ayesha of Titlipur is nothing like her twin in the space of Jahilia, instead of 

demonstrating obedience, she appears to be an uncompromising leader, which could indicate 

her wish to fulfill what was out of reach for the wife of Mahound. She stubbornly guides the 

pilgrimage despite the falling spirits of the villagers. While some of them die along the way, 

refused a proper funeral, Ayesha hurries the rest of the group forward, never stopping for 

longer than a night. She confidently travels from one village to another, not caring of being 
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called a witch or not being welcomed by the locals. At some point even Osman, who used to 

be in love with her and followed Ayesha everywhere, curses her: 

“Do bullocks go to Heaven?” he asked in a piteous voice; she shrugged. “Bullocks 

have no souls,” she said coolly, “and it is souls we march to save.” Osman looked at 

her and realized he no longer loved her. “You've become a demon,” he told her in 

disgust.144 

Ayesha is filled with determination, the encounter with Gibreel defined her life and nothing 

else seems to matter; she marches on, convinced of the importance of the role she is blessed 

with: “I am nothing,” Ayesha said. “I am a messenger.”145

She has no sympathy for the sick and old, and while she leaves no time to bury the 

dead, she keeps insisting that “all pilgrims say all five prayers, and decreeing that Fridays 

would be days of fasting.”146 While the wife of Mahound is obedient and devoted to her 

husband, carefully following the rules created by the prophet, Ayesha of Titlipur sets the 

rules for her followers, appearing as a strong, sometimes unnecessarily strict, leader. 

Although she is devoted to no one, but her faith, she obeys the same set of rules her duplicate 

did centuries before. However, if in Jahilia Ayesha supports the messenger, in Titlipur she 

becomes one. Interestingly enough, while Ayesha is nothing else but serious about her 

mission, she is depicted in a somewhat comical way, especially when it is revealed that the 

angel communicates with her through modern pop songs. Furthermore, the persona of the 

prophet in Titlipur is sexualized, perceived as an object of carnal desire and therefore 

polluted by it: for instance, Osman who used to be romantically in love with Ayesha, also 

states that his interest is not platonic as he cries upon learning he had lost “his beloved 

Ayesha to a higher being, for when an archangel lies with a woman she is lost to men 

forever”. The sacred body of the messenger is even more openly sexualized through the 

character of Mirza, who simultaneously blames himself, feeling guilty for his desire but not 

being able to suppress it:

when she encountered the Mirza on the balcony, or in the garden as he wandered 

reading Urdu love-poetry, she was invariably deferential and shy; but her good 
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behaviour, coupled with the total absence of any spark of erotic interest, drove Saeed 

further and further into the helplessness of his despair.147

When the pilgrimage arrives to the sea, Ayesha walks right into it, without hesitating 

for a single moment, full of dedication to her faith and her purpose. Ayesha, just like most of 

the villagers who follow her, disappears in the sea without a trace, leaving those who had 

doubts behind with the last and only proof of how wrong the unbelievers were: “It is our 

shame that we were not thought worthy to accompany. On us, Sethji, the waters closed, they 

slammed in our faces like the gates of Paradise.”148 

The most devoted follower of Ayesha in the space of Titlipur is Mishal. Mishal, wife 

of Mirza Saeed, lives a comfortable life in the residence of Peristan. While at first the only 

trouble in her life appears to be the absence of children, later on the novel reveals that Mishal 

has cancer “positive, inoperable, too far advanced, the claws of the cancer dug in deeply 

throughout her chest”149. Mishal eagerly participates in the pilgrimage in a hope of being 

cured. While Osman and Ayesha are orphans living off giving shows and making and selling 

puppets, Mishal and her family are well off and even rich; while Ayesha does not seem to 

care of luxury she silently accepts staying at Mishal’s house instead of sleeping under the 

tree.

As the pilgrimage begins, Mishal becomes more and more estranged from her 

husband, who, terrified for the life of his wife, also joins the pilgrimage, though instead of 

walking like everyone else, he drives a car, a Mercedes station wagon with air-conditioner 

and “the icebox full of Cokes”.150 The poor villagers walking great distances on foot make a 

strange contrast with a luxury car, following the procession from behind. Although Mirza 

does not simply follow, he also tries to convince the rest of the group of the madness of the 

whole expedition. While he partially succeeds gaining a few other villagers doubt Ayesha and 

join him in his Mercedes, his actions only push Mishal further away from him. At last Mirza 

attempts to physically force his wife back to the safety of their home: “Mishal Akhtar shouted 

abuse at her husband from the bottom of the pile: “Saboteur! Traitor!”.151 When that fails too, 

he tries to level with Ayesha who once again stays adamant in her pursuit. Mishal, strong in 

her faith and desperate in her illness, refuses to see any other way: convinced she is cursed 

with childlessness and cancer, she finds her salvation in religion. No longer being able to 
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move on her own, having two villagers helping her, she still walks into the sea, leaving her 

husband and mother behind. Mirza witnesses how his wife disappears in the water, spending 

hours looking for her in the sea and never finding the body. 

The character of Mishal, profoundly devoted and incurably ill, in the space of London 

turns out to be a provocative, rebellious teenager, who becomes friends with Saladin while he 

is mutating to a goatman, whom she defines as radical and even admires. While at the first  

encounter she may seem to be nothing more but an angry teenager, by the end of the novel 

she becomes a young, self-made woman. Despite being barely 18 years old, she finds a job to 

support herself as well as the energy to fight with the insurance companies until they pay 

back. Breaking the stereotype and the traditions of organized marriage, most likely supported 

by her twin in Titlipur, Mishal is the one who makes a proposal, asking her boyfriend, Hanif 

Johnson, to marry her. The last scene of the novel where Mishal appears is the one of their 

wedding: “It was quite a ceremony, largely because the young couple could not refrain from 

kissing one another throughout the procedure, and had to be urged by the registrar”.152 The 

character of Mishal closes and reconnects the mutating circle of doubleness as aside from 

mirroring Ayesha’s follower in Titlipur, she is the eldest daughter of Hind.
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Chapter III. We shall be monsters, cut off from all the world

3.1 Exile

The experience of migration and crossing borders is tightly connected with exile, 

which could be forced, voluntary, endless and temporary, conscious as well as blind. It is 

crucial to note that the term of exile covers both literal separation from a homeland in terms 

of distance as well as separation from a cultural and ethnic background.153 The multitude of 

layers and characters allow Rushdie to explore both kinds of distancing as well as to 

investigate exile from different angles, which include not only territories or countries, but 

also culture, religion and sometimes even the food habits. According to Edward Said, exile 

had been long transformed into “a potent, even enriching, motif of modern culture”;154 which 

could definitely be applied in the case of The Satanic Verses. However, Said also refers to 

exile in a sense of a terminal loss: “It is the unhealable rift forced between a human being and 

a native place, between the self and its true home: its essential sadness can never be 

surmounted”.155 As for Rushdie, for a decade which followed the publication of The Satanic  

Verses and the ban of the novel in India, exile had become a routine, leaving the writer 

feeling “like a jilted lover left alone with his unrequited, unbearable love”.156 As Rushdie 

wrote in Across This Line:

my characters have frequently flown west from India, but in novel after nover their 

author’s imagination has returned to it. This, perhaps, is what it means to love a 

country: that its shape is also yours, the shape of the way you think and feel and 

dream. That you can never really leave.157

In The Satanic Verses one of the most remarkable examples is an ambiguous exile of 

Saladin Chamcha. Although it largely appears to be voluntary, the initial impulse comes from 

the relationship with his father: “Of what did the son accuse the father? Of everything: 

espionage on childself, rainbow-pot-stealing, exile. Of turning him into what he might not 

have become.”158 However, while Saladin’s exile begins as a rebellion targeted directly at his 

father, throughout his youth and maturity, school, university and later on his career, the 

protagonist consciously continues making the same choice over and over again; Saladin cuts 
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himself off his family, religion, language, and culture of his home country and is perfectly 

aware of that. His exile is self-made as he has never been banned from India, nothing 

prevents him from going to Bombay though he is choosing not to, preferring to sustain his 

artificially made up seclusion, fortified by years of living abroad. Once Saladin returns to his 

hometown, interrupting his long lasting exile by using an excuse of being on a work trip: “I 

really came to Bombay for one reason, and it wasn't the play”;159 his body reacts to the 

change even before his mind does: he passes out in Zeeny’s apartment “because the messages 

reaching his brain were in such serious disagreement with one another.”160 His Indian accent 

comes back to him and does not seem to disappear even when the protagonist leaves India, 

being a constant reminder of his roots he tried to get rid of for decades. 

Both accent and fainting are nothing comparing to his further transformation; as 

Saladin’s body changes rapidly, metamorphosing into a goatman while his mind remains the 

same, he is pushed into another, new kind of exile. This one is imposed on him despite his 

will, because of his new appearance Saladin is forced to isolation within the space of London, 

which he considered safe and home-like. Unable to show up at his own house, trapped, 

having no control over his own body and no choice either, the protagonist has to stay with 

people he had been avoiding for half of his life, ever since he came to England, the Indians. 

To deepen the irony, Rushdie seems to create an exile among the exiles: the Sufyans, not able 

to go back to India but unwelcomed in England have to host another émigré who used to have 

a kind of life the family could never afford. The Sufyans also turned out to be the only ones 

showing him kindness, for which the protagonist seems to scorn them even more. Aside from 

exploring the theme of multi-layered exile and the complexities of home and abroad, the 

Shaandaar Café and the Sufyan family also introduce the food pattern into the story.

Food, cooking and (not)-eating have developed into major lenses through which 

issues of diasporic belonging, as well as cultural, race and gender nexus are explored and 

problematized.161 Furthermore, cooking and consuming provide a whole area of performance, 

a space where statements of identity can be made162 and although in The Satanic Verses the 

image of food is not a central one, Rushdie introduces several food elements which reflect the 

values and behavior of the characters, giving an additional insight. For example, Allie Cone, 

the ice queen, becomes the face of a chain of frozen food centers, while her producer claims 
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that her profile is both “cool” and “cold”163. Whereas the image of Allie is connected with 

frozen meals, Gibreel in his attempt to tropicalize London and make it similar to Bombay, 

notes that one of the advantages would be “spicier food”.164 In general, for migrants accepting 

and agreeing to cook and to consume certain kinds of meals may be viewed as a part of 

assimilation or vice versa, whereas enforcing the food culture would be characteristic of the 

colonization process. What characters eat and don’t eat could additionally mark a specific 

group they belong to; the food rituals could be dictated not only by a country or its culture but 

also by the religion. The food could also help to isolate the home, native-like routine from the 

outside, hostile environment; foreign cuisine just like migrants and diasporas could be 

ghettoized and mistreated.165

The food pattern is especially important in the parallel of London-Bombay where 

Shaandaar Café offers the meals originating from the sub-continent in the suburbs of London. 

The family of Sufyans and especially the parents are also inseparable from the food element, 

even the relationship between the spouses is somewhat centered around food. As Hind cooks 

and eats excessively, she is offended by the fact her husband prefers a moderate consumption 

to gluttony: 

Gradually her espousal of the cause of gastronomic pluralism grew into a grand 

passion, and while secularist Sufyan swallowed the multiple cultures of the 

subcontinent [...] his wife cooked, and ate in increasing quantities, its food. As she 

devoured the highly spiced dishes of Hyderabad and the high-faluting yoghurt sauces 

of Lucknow her body began to alter, because all that food had to find a home 

somewhere, and she began to resemble the wide rolling land mass itself166

While cooking is indeed a chore traditionally ascribed to women, in literature the 

space of kitchen in the house may also be seen as “the locale for female authority” and “a 

vehicle for artistic expression, a source for sensual pleasure, an opportunity for resistance and 

even power”.167 In such regard, the space of kitchen is a safe exile for Hind, outside of it she 

has to obey her husband even when she disagrees with him, in the kitchen she turns away 

from England and returns to her past. Moreover, although her husband is highly educated, 
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Hind does not belong in his world of books: “And what was it that made them a living in this 

Vilayet of her exile, this Yuké of her sex-obsessed husband's vindictiveness?”;168 instead 

preparing meals is a kind of routine she understands and enjoys. Furthermore, in Indian 

homes men are traditionally not allowed in the kitchen, therefore for Hind it is also a place 

where she can exercise her authority and also educate her daughters the way she prefers. 

While the café is introduced as a shelter to Saladin, it is not a safe space as it is threatened by 

the invaders, throughout the story Londoners come to Shaandaar to harass the clients, 

criticize the food and offend the owners, knowing the pressured migrants would not be able 

to defend themselves. As a consequence, both the meals as well as the family that serves 

them are turned to a ghetto of sorts, surrounded by the foreign culture that rejects them, 

unable to disrupt the pattern. To emphasize the desperation of the migrants, Rushdie depicts a 

number of scenes portraying customers spitting into the plates with food, something which in 

India is considered to be extremely rude, but nonetheless tolerated in the Shaandaar Café as 

fighting back is not an option.

Saladin, on the other hand, during his stay with the Sufyans reverses the notions of 

foreign and domestic meals; as his conquering of England begins with eating a smoked fish, 

the food for him is another element of assimilation. Furthermore, his character now regards 

Indian cuisine as alien and foreign, rejecting the food habits of his childhood and the cooking 

rituals of his family. When forced into exile and cut off from the routine of his life his 

devotion to Englishness and English cuisine is revealed even more vigorously: “on his second 

attic morning, they brought him a masala dosa instead of packet cereal complete with toy 

silver spacemen, and he cried out, ungratefully: "Now I'm supposed to eat this filthy foreign 

food?"”169 For Saladin Indian cooking is contaminated, even poisonous as it threatens the 

English-like food habits he fought so hard to establish from the first day at school when he 

spent 90 minutes eating a kipper.

In The Satanic Verses the image of food is also tightly connected with religion as it 

dictates rigorous eating rituals. For instance, Muslims are forbidden to consume the meat of 

animals that died on their own, without being purposefully slaughtered, the so-called “dead 

meat”; pork and the meat of the animals slaughtered for other gods are also tabooed. Swine 

especially is considered to be unclean, its skin, fat and flesh must not be eaten, used in a  

household or sold by Muslims. By breaking the established rituals, the characters rebel 

against the rules imposed on them, claiming their freedom back. For instance, in the space of 

168 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 173.
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Jahilia, after the death of Mahound Hind throws a forbidden feast; instead, the ordinary 

inhabitants buy pork meat in secret while pretending to respect the rules on the surface: 

“From the disgruntled butcher Ibrahim came the news that in spite of the new ban on pork the 

skin-deep converts of Jahilia were flocking to his back door to buy the forbidden meat in 

secret, "sales are up"”. In the space of Bombay it is Gibreel who consumes the meat banned 

by his religion and precisely because of the loss of his faith; by eating pork the protagonist 

performs another ritual, aimed to break the ties between himself and religion:

its buffet table groaning under the weight of forbidden foods, and he loaded his plate 

with all of it, the pork sausages from Wiltshire and the cured York hams and the 

rashers of bacon from godknowswhere; with the gammon steaks of his unbelief and 

the pig's trotters of secularism; and then, standing there in the middle of the hall, while 

photographers popped up from nowhere, he began to eat as fast as possible, stuffing 

the dead pigs into his face so rapidly that bacon rashers hung out of the sides of his 

mouth.170

Interestingly enough, this episode coincides with an actual experience from the writer 

himself, in Imaginary Homelands Rushdie notes that he lost his faith as a teenager at the age 

of 15. “To prove my new-found atheism, I bought myself a rather tasteless ham sandwich, 

and so partook for the first time of the forbidden flesh of the swine.”171 Similarly to his 

character, Rushdie also concluded that since the act of consumption was not punished, it is 

yet another proof of the rightness of atheism. In another scene Rushdie employs pork as a 

way to describe sexual relationships between Saladin and Zeeny: “She made love like a 

cannibal and he was her long pork.”.172 The phrase introduces an interesting reversal of roles: 

Saladin admits to have never been with an Indian woman before which turns his encounter 

with Zeeny to a taboo of sorts, something he later on regrets; the scene, however, puts the 

woman in control and presents Saladin as a kind of forbidden dish. What is also remarkable is 

that in the same scene Saladin makes a comment about a connection between vegetarianism 

and cannibalism, to which Zeeny immediately replies that Indians “are a nation of 

vegetarians, and ours is a peaceful, mystical culture, everybody knows.”173 As for Saladin, the 

novel does not picture him eating anything in order to break the rituals or to confirm his 

separation from the religion of his homeland and family, his character is described as a 
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convinced atheist already as a teenager. Unlike Saladin, Gibreel managed to bring his faith to 

his thirties and therefore the loss of it for him is all the more tragic; the scene where he 

devours the forbidden food shows his determination to free himself; meanwhile the fact he 

hides away from the cameras could be interpreted as fear to lose his reputation or as shame of 

having to admit that he was an actor impersonating gods on the screen but no longer a 

believer himself.

Although on the surface Gibreel does not appear to struggle between Englishness and 

Indianness, his trip to London is also an exile of sorts or at least an attempt to distance 

himself. While he claims to have left Bombay exclusively because of Allie, it is only partially 

so; Gibreel does have feelings for her but going all the way to Allie is also a convenient 

excuse to avoid the gossip triggered by the suicide of Rekha. Haunted by the dead lover, 

having lost his faith, forced by the necessity to disappear combined with his wish to see Allie 

pushed Gibreel to get a one-way ticket to England, without any approximate plan of coming 

back. The protagonist is unaware of his exile, he is a runaway, unconscious of being one, just 

like he is unaware of the disease growing inside of him. His perception is doubled as he 

moves through the novel confidently but blindly nonetheless; he continues being an 

involuntary exile also in his dreams, feeling comfortable in a role of a deity coinciding with 

his profession of an actor though still acting somewhat awkward in the spaces he travels to, 

unsure how to handle the weight of expectations loaded onto him.

Stepping away from the space of Bombay and London, Rushdie also introduces exile 

in the layer of Jahilia. The second chapter dedicated to the city of sand begins with the 

following words: “the Prophet Mahound was on his way back to Jahilia after an exile of a 

quarter-century.”174 The isolation of Mahound is different from that of Saladin and Gibreel; 

he is not forced to leave, he chooses to do so but not in an attempt to embrace another culture. 

His ambition of taking over is not changed, his exile is a temporary retreat, a pause necessary 

to win the people of Jahilia who kept rejecting his faith. Yathrib accepts both the prophet and 

the new religion entirely and without questioning; his exile is not deprived of luxury, while 

away from the city of sand Mahound gains not only supporters but also riches and wives, 

coming up with the rules he claims to be sacred but that in fact belong to him only: “the angel 

starts pouring out rules about what women mustn't do, he starts forcing them back into the 

docile attitudes the Prophet prefers, docile or maternal, walking three steps behind or sitting 

at home being wise and waxing their chins”.175
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However, no matter how much power and control he gets, none of it is satisfactory, 

Mahound is after unconditional surrender of Jahilia and complete defeat of his enemies. His 

exile is a preparation for one last and final battle where no truce is possible. It takes him a 

quarter of a century to conquer the minds of the entire countries but when he returns to the 

city where it all began and which was the first to reject him he finds it surrendered at his feet. 

The inhabitants of Jahilia do not give up on their own, “Mahound's arm had grown long; his 

power had encircled Jahilia, cutting off its life blood, its pilgrims and caravans.”176 The city 

accepts Mahound as a ruler and his faith as the new and ultimate religion because it is left 

without any alternative, sinking in poverty and crime Jahilia has no other choice but to give 

in. The exile of Mahound ends in glory, a superficial one as the inhabitants keep 

disrespecting the rules while doubting the new religion; however, the prophet blinded by 

success and power hardly cares about any of that.

Finally, The Satanic Verses introduces a character who is explicitly defined as an 

exile, the Imam. In the extract dedicated to him, the character pictured to be awake in his 

rented flat, looking into the future, daydreaming of coming back. The novel, however, seems 

to “favour the position of the migrant - the creature of willing discontinuity - over that of the 

exile, whose longing for the return of the past freezes history”.177 In the episode with the 

Imam, Rushdie appears to explicitly separate exile from migration and fixity from continuous 

movement:

Exile is a dream of glorious return. Exile is a vision of revolution [...] It is an endless 

paradox: looking forward by always looking back. The exile is a ball hurled high into 

the air. He hangs there, frozen in time, translated into a photograph; denied motion, 

suspended impossibly above his native earth, he awaits the inevitable moment at 

which the photograph must begin to move, and the earth reclaim its own.178

Imam stays in England, a place he sees as a waiting room rather than a home, 

unworthy of his time and effort. The island to him is a prison, something which contrasts 

Saladin’s devotion to Englishness. Imam is surrounded by guards as paranoia for the exile is 

“a prerequisite of survival.”179 Not being able to come back to his real home, his character 

tries to simulate the environment in his mansion but nonetheless he is constantly reminded of 
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where he is: “At night the exile parts his curtains and the alien moonlight sidles into the 

room, its coldness striking his eyeballs like a nail.”180 

A simulation of culture, interlocked within the space of another culture, the pattern of 

mutating borders and co-contamination are commonly explored also outside of the literary 

field. A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night, a movie directed by Ana Lily Amirpour, an 

English-born Iranian-American artist, investigates isolation through cultural transplantation. 

The movie, just like the director, crosses multiple borders of languages, countries and 

cultures similarly to The Satanic Verses; A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night mutates and 

migrates between melodrama, romance, horror, comedy, and science fiction.181 The film 

portrays a young, female vampire who wanders through the city on a skateboard, wearing a 

black veil and hunting down her victims. By dressing her character in hijab, the director 

balances on the “typical post-9/11 suspicions about Muslims, racialized by their clothing”,182 

similarly to how Rushdie renames the prophet in his narrative. The veil is also a camouflage 

and a protection of sorts as it is simultaneously a weapon, allowing the vampire to travel 

through the city unrecognized while choosing and watching her victims. Furthermore, as the 

events are set in Iran, the movie somehow alludes to a typical pattern of placing a threat 

outside of familiar borders.

Amirpour shot the movie entirely in black and white, extending the connection of the 

horror genre with noir. All the actors in A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night speak Farsi; 

Amirpour just like Rushdie mixes the languages to further introduce one culture into another, 

the film came out with English subtitles but had never been properly dubbed. The story is set 

in a fictional city which is translated simply as ‘Bad City’, “whose desolate landscapes of oil 

wells, smoke stacks, and power cables resemble actual oil-and-gas towns in California, where 

the film was shot”.183 The continuous overlapping of Iranian and American suggests that the 

two cultures might not be so very different from one another, which once again coincides 

with the ideas of Rushdie. This pervasive cultural transplantation or contamination could also 

explain why Amirpour chose her protagonist to be a vampire; a vampire figure is both a 

threat and a contaminator. Vampires are naturally crossing borders as they have to constantly 

be on the move in order to survive and not be discovered; they are the perfect migrants who 

unlike humans have eternity on their side. Instead, the fact that A Girl Walks Home Alone at  
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Night introduces a vampire riding a skateboard, aside from being a somewhat comical 

element, points to flexibility and readiness to adapt to any surroundings whatsoever. Largely, 

Amirpour tells “a story of a world that has mutated due to human migrations, where things 

might not be what they appear — and where systems of human relations may themselves be 

vampire-like.”184 It is worth pointing out that the vampire character is not introduced as a 

monster as she seems to follow her own set of rules and avoids harming the innocent; the 

nonhuman creatures in both The Satanic Verses and A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night are 

far from stereotypical representation of monsters and so is their behavior. While Rushdie 

pictures a Shaitan hiding in the attic and asking for cereals, Amirpour portrays a vampire 

shyly trying on a pair of earrings. Interestingly enough, the victims of the vampire in the 

movie are always male; as the protagonist offers her protection to a victimized and threatened 

prostitute woman, Amirpour brings up the notions of feminism, which add another layer to 

the complicated texture of the film further blurring familiar borders and deceiving the 

expectations.

3.2 Dehumanization

While Amirpour introduces a figure of vampire, a monstrosity interwoven into the 

city life, Rushdie extends the discussion around dehumanization even deeper. The writer 

employs dehumanization both as an element of magic realism and as a part of a complicated 

debate about migration in general. As a result, physical transformation of Saladin could 

hardly be viewed as merely another storyline as it directly points at the mistreatment and 

racism towards migrant communities. The writer himself admits that growing up in England 

was not easy and if it was not for his mild accent and fairly pale skin, the things might have 

turned out quite differently.185 Another British author of Pakistani descent, Hanif Kureishi, 

who was born and raised in Britain, comments on the English tolerance in the following way:

Obviously tolerance in a stable, confident wartime society with a massive Empire is 

quite different to tolerance in a disintegrating uncertain society during an economic 

depression. But surely this would be the test; this would be just the time for this much 

advertised tolerance in the British soul to manifest itself as more than vanity and self-

congratulation. But it has not. Under real continuous strain it has failed.186

While both Kureishi’s and Rushdie’s childhood and teenagehood took place around 

late 50s and 60s, half a century later immigration policies and the treatment of immigrants 
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and refugees in England as well as elsewhere continue to be quite difficult and unstable. Even 

before the last migration crisis emerged in 2015, the media repeatedly took advantage of 

uncertainty surrounding migration in order to create a crisis mentality in which immigrants 

and refugees carry the image of being “enemies at the gate”; invaders that pose a direct threat 

to Western nations.187 The matter of migration carries endless ambiguities; even the word 

itself, ‘migrant’ is not applicable to all the people on the move, for instance:

The professional who moves to a neighbouring city for work is not usually described 

as a migrant, and neither is the wealthy businessman who acquires new passports as 

easily as he moves his money around the world. It is most often applied to those 

people who fall foul of border control at the frontiers of the rich world, whether that’s 

in Europe, the US, Australia, South Africa or elsewhere.188 

Dehumanization involves the denial of full humanness to others, and their consequent 

exclusion from the human species; it can also be defined as a sort of an extreme reaction to 

members of other groups which leads to mistreatment especially when compared to how 

other human beings are treated. Humanness can be denied in more than one way, however the 

most common one is animalistic form of dehumanization; for instance, in the news reports 

thousands of refugees fleeing from war and poverty were often portrayed as herds of animals, 

uncontrollable, provoking fear rather than evoking sympathy. The dehumanized are pictured 

as those who failed to rise above their animal origins and instincts; in such context the 

members of the group are seen as less than human as they lack such explicitly human 

characteristics as refinement, civility, sense of morality and self-control.189 Rushdie employs 

animalistic form only partially, migrants in The Satanic Verses transform not to ordinary 

animals but to mythological hybrids, usually somehow connected with Persian and Islamic 

myths (e.g. manticore). Interestingly enough, Saladin is not the only character in the novel 

who is dehumanized, as the protagonist finds himself locked up in a hospital he meets more 

people struggling as they lose their traits of humanity, some of them desperate and terrified, 
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others ready to take action. By depicting dozens of dehumanized creatures, Rushdie points to 

a constantly relapsing pattern existing in the society rather than to one transformation in 

particular, decades before the migration crisis of 2015 had emerged:

The creature composed itself. “The point is,” it said fiercely, “some of us aren’t going 

to stand for it. We're going to bust out of here before they turn us into anything worse. 

Every night I feel a different piece of me beginning to change. I've started, for 

example, to break wind continually ... I beg your pardon you see what I mean? By the 

way, try these,” he slipped Chamcha a packet of extra-strength peppermints. “They'll 

help your breath. I've bribed one of the guards to bring in a supply.”

“ B u t h o w d o t h e y d o i t ? ” C h a m c h a w a n t e d t o k n o w .

“They describe us,” the other whispered solemnly. “That's all. They have the power of 

description, and we succumb to the pictures they construct.”190

What is worth pointing out is that Rushdie as a writer candidly alludes to the power of 

words and imagination; in The Satanic Verses it is not omnipotent god-like creatures who 

have the ability to change the others (in fact, the angelic Gibreel turns out to be quite 

powerless), instead it is the ordinary people, a nameless crowd. The author explicitly points 

out how significant an idea could be once it gets hold of people’s minds; at one point it could 

even turn humans into monsters; although the novel was published in 1988, over three 

decades after it still has not lost its relevance. 

In the course of discussion related to migration, exile and dehumanization, it is all the 

more interesting to take a look at more recent works produced within the field of postcolonial 

literature. Mohsin Hamid, an author of Pakistani origin, who similarly to Rushdie, is an 

example of a writer who simultaneously inhabits more than one space. Born in Lahore and 

partially raised in the United States, the author divides his life between his hometown, 

London, New York and California. Being simultaneously shaped by several cultures, he calls 

himself a “mongrel”.191 In 2017 he published a novel titled Exit West which explicitly 

concentrates on the migration crisis of 2015. While the text does not name any specific 

country, the scenery described suggests a connection with the Middle East and Islam. The 

protagonists, Saeed and Nadia, threatened by the aggravating political and economic situation 

in their home country have to flee abroad. Similarly to Rushdie, Hamid introduces into the 

story elements of magic realism, although in a far less sophisticated manner; for instance, 
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instead of going through the hardship of travel, the characters can transit through the doors, 

portals which open access to Western countries. Whereas some critics support such concept, 

others find it somewhat lazy and too convenient, evidently shifting the focus from the 

hardship of transition to adaptation.192 The doors seem to appear and disappear randomly, just 

like the precise location of where they lead to remains unknown: “They clicked on a 

television to see if they could discover where they were, and it soon was clear to them that 

they were in London”.193 Other than building up the discussion around migration, Exit West 

also portrays the relationship between the protagonists which slowly dies out as they go from 

one place to another, unable to fit in. In addition, the novel brings up the topic of 

dehumanization, although in a somewhat muffled manner; in the scene depicting Nadia 

taking a proper bath after weeks spent without hot water, the character looks at her body 

thinking of it as of “the body of an animal, a savage”.194 In that regard, her character is 

animalized because of the conditions she has to live in and put up with, this kind of 

monstrosity is realized by the character herself as it comes from her own body in an intimate 

matter, only noticeable to her. In the case of Nadia, dehumanization is not imposed from the 

outside, it arrives from within. Although the novel portrays some distant protests against the 

sudden flow of migrants, the protagonists overall avoid mistreatment as the narration seems 

to focus on the growing estrangement. As a consequence, the dehumanization in Exit West is 

not caused by the society but by the surrounding circumstances as the writer prefers avoiding 

the direct connection between the two. 

While the text attempts to remain apolitical and perhaps too carefully general, it still 

engages in how the exile influences the migrants, revealing their hidden sides and exposing 

their limits. Leaving the home country, travelling across the world portray both Nadia and 

Saeed from different angles, unexpected for the protagonists themselves. While in her 

hometown Nadia wears a black veil (although not for religious reasons), she appears to be 

more liberal and open-minded, willing to turn her exile to an opportunity, also for self-

exploration. Saeed, on the other hand, tends to cling to the traditions of the country he left 

behind; while Nadia was rejected by her family long before the crisis emerged, Saeed is 

forced to abandon his father because of the unfolding situation. Similarly to Hind Sufyan, his 

character continues moving on the surface but not moving on within his mind, clinging to the 

country left behind. As the couple goes through the portal for the third and final time, they 
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find themselves in Marin, a fictional city somewhere in California, not far from San-

Francisco as it has “a view across and through the Golden Gate Bridge”.195 Remarkably 

enough, Exit West points out that “In Marin there were almost no natives”,196 which partially 

explains why the couple decides to settle there, feeling no pressure from other inhabitants. At 

the same time, it is a curious twist as Hamid seems to point to the fact that establishing a new 

home for the refugees may only be possible in a place which is comparatively new and is not 

marked as ‘home’ by others. In Marin, a place where the newly arrived finally feel relatively 

safe and welcomed (or at least less rejected), the protagonists finally split up as the bond 

keeping the two together in search for a shelter loosens and falls apart. Nadia begins a 

relationship with a woman she had met, revealing a side of her personality which remained 

hidden whereas Saeed starts going to the church frequented by the people coming from the 

same community he does, which gives him a sense of belonging that he was searching for, 

creating a home-like space in exile imposed on him. Exit West is a third-person narration, the 

narrator never reveals himself; the text jumps to other locations and characters, briefly 

introducing their stories and then getting back to Nadia and Saeed. Those random, short 

sequences often end abruptly, on a whim of the narrator who always stays in the shadow.

3.3 The narrator and the camera

Despite the complexity of the structure in The Satanic Verses, the overlaping of the 

dreams with the reality the characters exist in, summed up with the multiple layers which 

coexist in a non-simultaneous manner; the novel somehow manages not to fall apart. This 

stability, however shaky it may seem at the first sight, is achieved through several ways. For 

instance, the narration is carefully split into chapters: each chapter is largely (though not 

entirely) dedicated to one dimension with some overlapping, given the fact that the character 

of Gibreel appears in all of them, conscious or asleep. The chapters are arranged in a certain 

pattern, the novel starts and ends with the parallel of Bombay-London; the chapters dedicated 

to Titlipur and Jahilia never appear one after another as they are always separated by the 

layers portraying modern London and Bombay. Furthermore, the figure of Gibreel is also 

employed as a border of sorts, the lines “Gibreel dreams:” help to a certain degree to 

distinguish the lines of the plot and prevent them from being constantly entangled. In 

addition, while the events in the parallel of Bombay-London and Titlipur seem to happen at 

more or less the same time, Jahilia is also defined by its time frame which precedes the other 
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two. While all these means help to hold the crafty structure together, the main element that 

sustains the balance is the narrating technique. 

The narrative style of The Satanic Verses goes beyond a mere description, the narrator 

from whom the readers learn the story is invisible and yet very much present. Throughout the 

novel he remains a mysterious figure as he never describes himself, preferring to stay in the 

shadow. The narrator brings the layers together and seems to have control over switching 

from one dimension to another; as Jahilia is set centuries before modern London and 

Bombay, that points to some supernatural abilities such as travelling not only across the 

continents but also in time. Furthermore, he plays the role of the guide, masterfully 

navigating through the universe of the novel and uncovering what appears to be hidden. 

Although partially he takes the place of an observer, who sees both the inside and the outside 

of the characters silently and without interruption, he does have a voice of his own, which is 

revealed already from the first pages of The Satanic Verses. Not only the narrator offers his 

opinion, he also judges and mocks, making all sorts of comments some of which appear to be 

of a rather personal nature. Moreover, quite often his opinion does not leave a lot of room for 

consideration, the narrator is sure of what is happening (despite obvious surrealism of certain 

scenes) and he is even more sure of being right; his guidance therefore might appear to be 

somewhat authoritative as he explicitly tells the readers what to do and what is allowed:

What characteristics which? Slow down; you think Creation happens in a rush? So 

then, neither does revelation . . . take a look at the pair of them. Notice anything 

unusual? Just two brown men, falling hard, nothing so new about that, you may think; 

climbed too high, got above themselves, flew too close to the sun, is that it?

That's not it.197

The playful, humoristic manner in which the narrator addresses the readers is also a 

patronizing one; it is clearly implied that he is the only one who knows the truth to its 

absolute while the readers might never even scratch the surface of it. While the readers are 

permitted to make their own conclusions and guesses, their assumptions are doomed to be 

wrong. Another catchy detail is that the narrator asks a lot of questions, often of a somewhat 

philosophical nature and leaves them unanswered: “Is birth always a fall? Do angels have 

wings? Can men fly?”,198 etc. It is possible to suggest that the narrator, however sure he is of 

his own words, is not exactly a reliable one. The posed questions obviously could not be 
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resolved with a single answer, the narrator just like the novel appears to suggest multiple 

perspectives and a variety of possible solutions, leaving the final choice to the characters as 

well as to the readers. Another way to interpret the multiple questions would be to look at 

them as at the narrator’s attempt to confuse or perplex the reader, playing a game of sorts, the  

rules of which are only known to him. Such theory is partially confirmed by the fact that 

while the narrator has the power to look into the characters’ minds, he only chooses to reveal 

certain aspects, preferring to leave the other ones uncovered for a variety of reasons. For 

example, in case of Rekha the narrator decides to respect her memory instead of provoking 

more gossip: 

His neighbour and his friend; why should I say any more? Of course the scandal-

pointed malice-magazines of the city filled their columns with hint innuendo and 

nudge, but that's no reason for sinking to their level. Why tarnish her reputation 

now?199

The narrator therefore carries certain moral values which affect the way the story is 

told. However, while a refusal of sustaining further rumors is a gracious one, later on the 

details of Rekha’s affair with Gibreel and the circumstances of her death are nevertheless 

uncovered. The narrator goes as far as quoting the suicide note, something which could 

definitely be considered as threatening to one’s reputation. Although in the case of Rekha the 

narrator seems to somehow undermine his own words, he is nevertheless cautious of how 

Gibreel treats her: “"Rekha Merchant," Gibreel greeted her. "You couldn't find your way to 

heaven or what?" Insensitive words to speak to a dead woman!”. However, a moment later 

the narrator already seems to make excuses for Gibreel, as he notes that the character’s state 

is far from perfectly stable and healthy. As the narrator appears to be somewhat omnipotent, 

he is aware of what is happening to Gibreel, he carefully watches over his nightmares, 

sympathizing with his sickness though offering no treatment or soothing even when Gibreel 

realizes the ambiguities of his dreams: “Sometimes when he sleeps Gibreel becomes aware, 

without the dream, of himself sleeping, of himself dreaming his own awareness of his dream, 

and then a panic begins”200 Just like in case of Rekha, throughout the novel the narrator 

continues softening the angles where needed; for instance, the death of Gibreel is described 

without many bodily details; in a soft, respective manner the narrator states that the character 

is “free”, instead of “dead”.

199 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 12. 
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In the novel Rushdie juxtaposes a questioning, deeply engaged narrator who seems to 

be constantly preoccupied with the nature of good and evil, justice and mercy, and revenge 

and compassion, with a sort of camera whose quest for truth is explicitly limited by what is 

visible, omitting a deeper level of understanding.201 This cinematic technique is characteristic 

of the writing of Rushdie and not only of The Satanic Verses:

For instance, if you want to intercut two scenes in prose now, people know what 

you're doing and don't think of it as confusing. The whole experience of montage 

technique, split screens, dissolves, and so on, has become a film language which 

translates quite easily into fiction and gives you an extra vocabulary that traditionally 

has not been part of the vocabulary of literature.202

Unsurprisingly, a number of scenes in the novel are introduced as movie fragments, 

especially when it comes to the description of Saladin’s and Gibreel’s past; the narration 

jumps from the childhood to teenagehood and adulthood, mixing the episodic images to a 

portrayal of characters’ personalities. However, despite the obvious gaps the narrative does 

not appear fragmented; the camera rushes through the past and leaps back to the present 

events, leaving the readers (or perhaps in that case the spectators) more familiar with the two 

main characters. Furthermore, Rushdie extends the narrative parallel with the cinema further 

through Gibreel, a movie star, who inhabits both the real and the cinematic universes. As 

Gibreel interconnects the layers of Jahilia and Titlipur, he additionally attempts to turn his 

dreams to movies: “The proposal was for a series of films, both historical and contemporary, 

each concentrating on one incident from the angel's long and illustrious career: a trilogy, at 

least.” Gibreel is not the only character engaged with cinema, The Satanic Verses also 

introduces the figure of Sisodia, a movie producer; meanwhile Saladin, being a voice actor, is 

employed into making TV commercials just like his colleague Mimi Mamoulian.

Moreover, the description of certain characters only presents the readers with general 

physical characteristics of the man, reminding of a frame which needs to be filled with a 

proper cast.203 For instance, Mahound’s appearance reminds of a draft with not too many 

details: 

looks as he should, high forehead, eaglenose, broad in the shoulders, narrow in the 

hip. Average height, brooding, dressed in two pieces of plain cloth, each four ells in 
201 Nicholas D. Rombes “The Satanic Verses as a Cinematic Narrative” Literature/Film Quarterly, Vol. 21, No. 
1 (1993) JSTOR <https://www.jstor.org/stable/43797740> 2 Apr 2020.
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length, one draped around his body, the other over his shoulder. Large eyes; long 

lashes like a girl's

The narrator's pervasive preoccupation with dilemmas such as the nature and source 

of good and evil are explicitly contrasted with the camera's inability not only to access such 

events, but to understand them.204 The power of the narrator stretches further than the 

flattened image of the camera; as he travels through time and dimensions of The Satanic  

Verses, he is also involved in the process of naming. While some of the characters change 

their names on their own (Gibreel chooses to become Farishta, while naming Saladin 

“spoono”, etc), others are named by the narrator. As he repeats the made up names over and 

over again, he creates a connection between the nickname and the character, making sure the 

readers can no longer separate one from the other. The most explicit example is again that of 

Mahound, whose actual name appears in the text a page after his character is mentioned. 

From the very beginning of the chapter dedicated to Jahilia, he is marked as ‘the 

businessman’. Given the fact no one else refers to the prophet in the same manner, nor in 

Jahilia, nor in other dimensions of The Satanic Verses, the narrator remains the only one who 

calls Mahound the businessman. Although Salman the Persian contradicts the prophet, he is 

afraid of an open confrontation, whereas the narrator is the one who dares to question: “What 

strange manner of businessman is this?” The narrator is also the one who starts calling the 

character of Saladin by his old name, Salahuddin. Later on Saladin too decides to go back to 

the name his parents gave him, but even before his decision the harrator establishes the 

pattern, turning the character back to Salahuddin the moment he enters Changez’s house, as if 

already well aware of what is going to happen next.

Towards the end of The Satanic Verses, the presence of the narrator seems to slowly 

fade away; he does not appear to have found the answers to all his questions (was he really 

perplexed with any or was it just his attempt to prompt the readers to start searching for 

answers on their own?), however he did succeed in guiding the characters towards a better 

understanding of themselves. As the narrator gently watches over the few days Saladin gets 

to spend with his father, carefully describing the last hours of Changez; after his death the 

narration leaps forward and Saladin finds himself surrounded by Zeeny and her friends, 

discussing their participation in a political demonstration. The change in Saladin is 

remarkable though he does not have time to reflect on it, anxious about the inevitable 

encounter with Gibreel, who also returned to Bombay in a desperate attempt to save what was 

204 Rombes. 
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left of his career. Although the confrontation is quickly approaching, Saladin does not try to 

avoid it, even after learning about the deaths of Ally and Sisodia and Gibreel’s clear 

involvement in both. When Saladin discovers Gibreel waiting for him as he comes home, he 

refuses to call the police though while “he was going to die for his verses, but could not find 

it in himself to call the death-sentence unjust.”205 

When the two of them confront each other for the last and final time, Saladin appears 

to be frozen, half awake, somewhat indifferent to what is about to happen and therefore 

unable to react fast enough:

"I told you a long time back," Gibreel Farishta quietly said, "that if I thought the 

sickness would never leave me, that it would always return, I would not be able to 

bear up to it." Then, very quickly, before Salahuddin could move a finger, Gibreel put 

the barrel of the gun into his own mouth; and pulled the trigger; and was free.206

The camera once again jumps forward, for a moment portraying Saladin alone in a 

house where he grew up. The narrator is invisible, quiet, silently stepping away as the 

character concludes his uneasy journey trying to comprehend the impossibility of his survival 

“It seemed that in spite of all his wrong-doing, weakness, guilt — in spite of his humanity — 

he was getting another chance.”207 

205 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 377.
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Conclusion

Throughout his life and literary career Salman Rushdie, similarly to the characters he 

portrays, continues to simultaneously inhabit several spaces, dedicating his writings to the 

people “as much defined by what they leave behind as what they meet on arrival”.208 While 

the protagonists of his narratives attempted to translate their mixed-up selves into the foreign 

space, the works themselves gained international recognition, and just like characters traveled 

across the continents and languages, crossing all sorts of borders while being re-edited as 

well as translated and adapted. As this thesis demonstrates, the questions raised by The 

Satanic Verses continue to echo in far more recent works and not necessarily the works of 

literature; yet, up until now, there is hardly a novel that created the same kind of effect as the 

text produced by Rushdie.

The Satanic Verses seems to suggest that in order to understand how migrancy is 

interconnected with the denial of newness, one should start at the end, explore the neglect of 

multiple, hybrid selves, to later on rediscover them anew, “those other locations of 

identity”.209 In the closing part of this paper it therefore might be useful to take a look at the 

very beginning of the narrative for the purpose of drawing the conclusive line. Rushdie opens 

the novel by quoting Daniel Defoe’s History of the Devil:

Satan, being thus confined to a vagabond, wandering, unsettled condition, is without 

any certain abode; for though he has, in consequence of his angelic nature, a kind of 

empire in the liquid waste or air, yet this is certainly part of his punishment, that he 

is... without any fixed place, or space, allowed him to rest the sole of his foot upon.210

At the first sight, the extract appears to describe an exile, which surely evokes 

associations with punishment, forced removal from one’s motherland without possibility of 

coming back in the foreseeable future. However, a great share of characters in The Satanic  

Verses are migrants and only some of them are defined as exiles; if the quote were to refer 

exclusively to exiles, it would dangerously contradict the essence of the text as Rushdie 

himself insists on the fact that the novel is above all “a migrant’s eye view of the world”.211 

Assuming the opening quote points to migrants as well as exiles, inevitably presents both 

exile and migration as sorts of damnation, a lasting “wandering, unsettled condition”. 

208 Nasta 147.
209 Baucom 201.
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However, while Defoe may actually perceive migrants only as sufferers, the work of Rushdie 

suggests a broader perspective and a possibility of movement beyond the established frames. 

Migration is indeed an umbrella theme in the The Satanic Verses through which the 

characters are exposed and explored. However, unlike exile, migrancy implies a higher 

degree of freedom as it is not always imposed and demanded but often chosen and even 

preferred. However, in the novel even those for whom migration is a choice find themselves 

punished by it as neither assimilation nor complete neglect of one seem to resolve the 

overriding dilemma: “What kind of idea are you?”.   

“I was tempted, but am renewed” — that is Ayesha’s answer to the same question and 

to the doubts of the villagers — “uncompromising; absolute; pure”.212 Nevertheless, The 

Satanic Verses makes it clear that no one can possess the ultimate and total explanation; 

furthermore, the conviction of possessing the absolute is both misleading and dangerous, as 

demonstrated by the story of Mirza and Gibreel. Both of them are punished for their 

dedication to absolute clarity which every time proves to be impossible: Mirza drowns in the 

seawater while being hundreds of miles away, locked in his decaying house whereas 

Gibreel’s attempts to transform the space of England helplessly fail as well. Gibreel shoots 

himself, unable to reconcile and adapt; in the end, seamless assimilation of Saladin is just as 

unfeasible as total decolonisation suggested by Gibreel. 

Whereas Gibreel perceives his dream sequences as a punishment, a disease he cannot 

fight and the origins of which stay obscure to him, Saladin is prosecuted for living in a 

postcard image of England, refusing to see the things the way they are as well as for his 

denial of change. The character of Saladin prefers spending his life in fixity, the opposite of 

movement but also the opposite of migrancy he is a part of (though continuously rejecting his 

identity of a migrant). Throughout all the years he had lived in London, he would not care to 

notice the mixed-up people and a constantly shifting space around him. For his neglect of 

transformation, the mutation is literally enforced onto him. Unwillingly he becomes the 

symbol of change, the iconic image of migrant riots happening all over London and that 

seems to bother him even more than his monstrous appearance and a deadly breath. Saladin’s 

attempts to forget and entirely cancel his Indian past result in a complete crash of his present 

English life. Indeed, even the narrator admits that Saladin is damned with bad luck, 

“continually punished for uncommitted crimes”.213 Turned to a Satan, the character repeats 

212 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 346.
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the extract from History of the Devil: he has to wander around the city, not being able to 

come back home, hiding in the attic and watching how his life crumbles to pieces.

The Satanic Verses assumes that the only possible resolution is through hybridity, not 

unity but multitude. As Rushdie notes in Imaginary Homelands, the novel is a love-song to 

our constantly shifting and fluid selves.214 The text is a celebration of this very impurity, a 

reminder to the readers that in order to survive and to find a balance, both the migrant as well 

as the space have to change and reinvent one another to a certain degree. It is implied that this 

reinvention needs to be implicated from the down up, coming from the inside, not from the 

outside. The embrace of Saladin and Gibreel in a burning café, the forgiveness of 

unforgivable is a perfect metaphor of the kind of hybridity Rushdie is writing about. 

Furthermore, it appears that most of the characters who fail to accept this multitude of 

selves face a tragic end. Hind Sufyan dies in a fire on the night of the protests started by the 

people who like herself came from the Subcontinent. Hind proves to be exactly the type of 

character who perceives migration as a punishment, living in London for her is a torture for 

which she blames her husband. The aspect of punishment in their relationship is sexulized 

though in a somewhat comical manner as to Hind the life in London is a damnation brought 

upon her in a form of male vindictiveness for her refusal to have intercourse: “"England," she 

once said to him, "is your revenge upon me for preventing you from performing your obscene 

acts upon my body." He had not given an answer; and silence denotes assent.”215 While 

hosting the new arrivals in London, she nevertheless holds on to the familiar space of her 

home country and dies in the invented and profoundly despised Vilayet of exile together with 

her husband.  

Saladin’s way of forgetting one’s past is therefore not the answer: cancelling one’s 

identity, trading it for something else inevitably brings to remorse and disillusion. However, 

reviving the memories and constantly living in the past in the invented and imaginary 

homeland, the way Hind and the Imam do, also seem to lead nowhere. The Satanic Verses 

does not provide definite answers, as the writer himself emphasizes that he never tried to 

make one fundamental statement; the novel is more of an exercise, a suggestion for further 

discussion and thinking. 

Renewal, the outcome of a successful transformation, together with hybridity appears 

to be another crucial theme in The Satanic Verses. As Saladin notes in the last chapter of the 

novel, “To fall in love with one's father after the long angry decades was a serene and 

214 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 394.
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beautiful feeling; a renewing, life-giving thing”. Renewal is perhaps the only crucial 

difference between Gibreel and Saladin, the reason why one of them gets to survive and 

another one ends his life. Renewed Ayesha enters and disappears in the sea together with the 

newly devoted villagers who doubted her a moment before. Reimagined space of Jahilia is no 

longer fluid, having to accept the fixation brought by Mahound and Submission. Renewed 

Saladin comes back to his Indian name, no longer caring whether it would be easy enough for 

the English to pronounce. Gibreel, failed to transform and rediscover himself, his career and 

his faith both crashed, ceases to exist.

In the meantime, the conflict between purity and hybridity, oldness and newness goes 

on as it always has and that includes the survived characters of the narrative: to be given 

another chance does not end one’s journey, it merely gives it another turn. “I'm coming,” — 

says Saladin in the very last line of The Satanic Verses, at last choosing movement over fixity 

and migration over self-constructed and self-imposed exile — “and turned away from the 

view.”216 

216 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 377.
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Abstract

The paper attempts to analyze Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses, its structure, multiple 

dimensions and characters through the lens of postcolonialism, separately from the infamous 

controversy. This thesis consists of three chapters which primarily deal with the themes of 

dehumanization, migration, exile, cultural contamination and possession (both literal and 

imaginary) of the territory through bodies. In addition to Rushdie's novel which lies in the 

core of this thesis, this paper also introduces a number of other literary texts and one film, all 

belonging to the authors coming from different backgrounds though curiously repeating and 

overlapping some of the notions when it comes to the portrayal of the migrants. Whereas the 

introduction of the thesis could be regarded as general, giving a necessary background to the 

reading of The Satanic Verses and outlining the methodology, the conclusion concerns not so 

much the repetition of what the chapters investigate, but rather draws the final line, discusses 

and interprets what the characters as well as entire narrative had arrived to. Whereas “the 

migrant can do without the journey altogether; it's no more than a necessary evil; the point is 

to arrive”,217 Rushdie’s novel seems to continuously enable movement rather than fixity.

217 Rushdie, The Satanic Verses 377.
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Abstrakt

Diplomová práce se pokouší analyzovat román Satanské verše Salmana Rushdieho, jeho 

strukturu, mnohovrstevnatost a postavy románu pohledem postkolonialismu, nehledě na 

nešťastně proslulou kontroverzi, již vyvolal. Práce se skládá ze tří kapitol, které se primárně 

zabývají tématy dehumanizace, migrace, exilu, míšení kultur v državách a v teritoriích 

prostřednictvím orgánů. Mimo hlavní osu práce, jíž je Rushdieho román, je zde též 

představena řada dalších literárních textů a film, všechny náležící autorům pocházejícím z 

různorodých prostředí, nicméně s překrývajícími se představami a pojmy, pokud jde o 

vyobrazení migrantů. Zatímco úvod práce lze považovat za všeobecný, poskytující jen 

nezbytný vhled pro samotné čtení Satanských veršů a nastínění metodiky jejich analýzy, 

závěr se netýká ani tak opakování toho, co kapitoly zkoumají, ale spíše dokresluje závěry, 

otevírá diskusi a interpretuje, k čemu postavy i celé vyprávění dospěly.
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